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INTRODUCTION

I N T R O D U C T ION
The Visitors and Convention
Bureau (VCB) markets the entirety
of St. Johns County (SJC) as a global
destination for premier leisure and
group travel. The VCB recognizes
the breadth of unique travel and
tourism experiences available in
SJC, and FY2019 activity will be
based on attracting visitors to those
opportunities. FY2019 will build
upon the recognizable, differentiated
brand cultivated over the years while
simultaneously utilizing strategic
methods to optimize the
marketing investment.
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In FY2019, the VCB will allocate
$5,034,342 in Tourist Development
Tax (TDT) collections to destination
marketing (Category 1). This amount
represents roughly the same amount
invested in FY2018 (<1% increase).
Consistent with prior years, the VCB’s
percent spend on marketing remains
higher than DMOs of similar size
nationwide, although investment
from destinations such as Myrtle
Beach and Orlando will likely be
considerably larger, consistent with
historic patterns. The FY2019 plan
identifies media and messaging
opportunities that will allow
St. Johns County to optimize
efficiency and effectiveness
of its lead generation efforts.
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• Consistent with FY2018, destination
branding messages will reinforce
the wide range of activities available
in Florida’s Historic Coast ®. This
evolution of “Our History is Not
the Same Old Story” addresses
data pointing to travelers’ desire
to curate immersive, unique
travel experiences.
• Until there is different direction
from a new web development
partner, for FY2019, the VCB
will continue to work toward
specific strategies and goals
to build engagement on
FloridasHistorIcCoast.com.
This includes continuing with the
content activation program which
has improved site engagement,
targeting and optimizing SEO
performance and employing
DMO Google posts (new in 2018)
to drive organic visitation to
FloridasHistoricCoast.com.

• Travel trend data points to
heightened consumer expectations
for timely, customized messaging,
and the VCB will evolve its digital
platforms to better respond to
those requirements. The VCB will
also look for opportunities to target
digital information based on the
unique interests demonstrated
by visitors to the website.
• For FY2019, the VCB will continue
its focus on FY2018 enhancements
to the email marketing program.
The focus of FY2018 was to create
a branded “insiders” template that
speaks to specific users, giving them
targeted content that complements
the messaging in the monthly
consumer deployments.
• VCB’s public relations efforts will
continue to enhance the value of
the brand and attract overnight
visitors by expanding awareness of
the destination by increasing media

coverage, drive visitation to the web
site and cultivate the destination’s
presence on social media platforms
and, importantly, seek to actively
engage followers. Social media will
continue to be integrated into the
content activation for the website
and database acquisition.
• In FY2019, the VCB will launch
strategic initiatives that address
specific marketing objectives such
as driving midweek visitation,
daytrip conversion to overnight
stays and niche market cultivation.
One of the keys to accomplishing
these initiatives is to fully
understand how source markets
differ by demographics and travel
behavior. Additionally, the VCB
will affordably maintain presence in
historically productive fly markets
and farther afield drive markets to
address seasonal opportunities.
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• The VCB will partner with
VISIT FLORIDA® and other
potential regional and media
entities to form synergies that
promote tourism to SJC. These
opportunities offer the ability
to pool limited media dollars
so that reach is extended.
• Hispanic marketing initiatives,
which began in 2012, will continue
to be executed in FY2019.
Publicity, advertising, social,
promotion, sales and conversion
efforts will be better integrated.
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• In FY2019, the VCB Promotions
and Strategic Alliances Department
will support overall VCB efforts
through media promotions, strategic
alliances, and new innovative
programs which will provide even
greater destination lift, occupancy,
and revenue during the seasons in
which visitation is most needed.
These promotions are important
because they supplement and
extend paid advertising by building
awareness of Florida’s Historic
Coast® at little to no cost.

• The VCB will explore and develop
strategic alliances with prospective
sponsors to generate additional
resources to help grow the impact
of Florida’s Birding and Photo
Fest. Furthermore, in FY2019
the VCB plans to work with
potential sponsors, partners,
and event producers to assist in
the successful development
and launch of up to three new
destination events.
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• In FY2019, the VCB Sales team
will continue to attend the most
productive appointment shows
and conduct targeted sales missions
while more effectively integrating
B2B eCRM programs and leveraging
appropriate social platforms to
capture higher spending groups.
• The VCB will participate in joint
initiatives with the Parks and
Recreation team and regional
players including the Jax Sports
Authority, The TaxSlayer Bowl
and PGA Tour among others to
drive overnight stays in conjunction
with sports events. The Sales
team will also support regional
and amateur sports events by
providing lodging information
and general communications
assistance to event organizers.

• A joint initiative with the St. Johns
Cultural Council and St. Johns
County Cultural Events Division
was launched in FY2017. The
VCB will continue to expand that
program, which markets a branded,
demand-enhancing collection
of events (Sing Out Loud Music
Festival) and other activities and
benefits to drive overnight visitation
in the slow period from mid-August
through September. The VCB
will continue to leverage ACH,
Agri-tourism and other destination
marketing opportunities identified
by stakeholder organizations.

• Active engagement with local,
regional, statewide and national
tourism-related organizations has
kept and will continue to keep the
VCB connected to the latest trends
and in a position to influence them.
• The VCB will pursue informational
presentations to residents of SJC
as a means of demonstrating and
reinforcing the contribution of
tourism to the local economy.
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St. Johns County tourism operates in a rapidly-changing, competitive marketing environment.
Key opportunities and challenges the VCB will face in FY2019 include the following:
• U.S. Travel Association data indicates that Americans are optimistic about
travel as a time and budget priority. Furthermore, beach destinations and
resorts created the highest level of overall destination excitement. Yet, America’s
share of the expanding global travel market has continued to shrink since 2015,
and that decline is expected to continue. This suggests that U.S. destinations
will be exerting increasing levels of competitive pressure on U.S. consumers.
• As absolute numbers of Boomers decline and their average spending levels
do the same, Millennials and Gen Xers become increasingly important as
prospective targets for marketing investment. SJC is not alone in drawing this
conclusion. Competitive destinations have grown their budgets and developed
marketing programs that resonate with the requirements of these target
segments. Unique, culturally-rich, socially-conscious experiences will
continue to grow in importance.
• Digital travel planning resources continue to proliferate, accessible at both
the computer and mobile levels. Online travel agencies (OTAs), review sites,
and social media recommendations all compete with destination websites as
sources of travel planning information and booking opportunities. Marketing
tools must be reevaluated and updated so that consumer requirements for
highly responsive, personalized messages can be met.
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• FY2017 proved that Florida’s Historic Coast is vulnerable to hurricanes and the
negative perceptions they generate among prospective travelers and meeting
planners. Rapid, authentic communications will need to be used to overcome
the threats as they present themselves.
• Perceptions of St. Johns County residents that the tourism industry is the cause
of the changing quality of life will also need to be countered with an active
listening initiative, authentic communication and genuine support for solutions.

The VCB team, its board and its vendors will focus on well researched, economically efficient responses to these
and other emerging challenges in order to address the overall mission.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Brand and market the destination globally as a premier leisure, convention and incentive destination;
communicate the area’s assets and inherent benefits to consumers, meeting planners, the travel trade, media,
the local community and constituents; and facilitate the opportunity for partners to promote their
individual businesses within that framework.
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T O U R I S M T R AV E L T R E N D S
The information that follows presents a macro-level view of relevant consumer tourism trends that have been
considered with respect to St. Johns County 2018-19 planning. These broad travel patterns suggest messaging and
media placement opportunities for plan deployment.

DOMESTIC LEISURE
• U.S. Travel Association data
shows that more Americans than
ever before are planning domestic
trips. The January 2018 U.S. Travel
Barometer reported that 84%
of U.S. residents searched for
lodging within the U.S. – up
from the 2017 average of 76%. 1
• Americans continue to
view travel as a time and
budget priority, according to
Destinations Analysts’ Winter
2018 edition of “The State of
the American Traveler.”™
• January 2018 national survey
data shows that 37.0% of American
travelers expect to take more trips
for leisure in the coming year
while 55.6% expect to take the same
amount. The majority of Americans
(65.3%) state that leisure travel
is, at least, somewhat of a budget
priority.
• Beach destinations and resorts
created the highest level of overall
destination excitement, a pattern
consistent over the past three
years. 2 Destination Analysts’
Winter 2018 research reported
that beach destinations and
resorts scored 74.9%, Small Towns,
Villages, or Rural Destinations
(68.5%) and U.S. National Parks
(68.2%) followed.

• Florida was the most popular
vacation destination in North
America according to U.S. adults
in 2017. 38% of respondents stated
that it was one of their favorite
destinations. 3 This trend is
reflected in continued year-overyear visitation levels to the State,
which grew 3.6% in 2017 according
to VISIT FLORIDA.
• Historical personal consumption
expenditure data indicates that
consumer experiential spending on
categories such as recreation, travel,
and eating out is trending upwards
while expenditures on durable
goods has been declining for a little
over a decade. 4
• Millennials take more domestic
trips per year (4.7) than both Baby
Boomers (3.9) and Generation Xers
(3.6), although all three generational
cohorts are active in the travel
category. 5 Importantly, the nature
of how and why consumers travel
appears to cross generational lines.
Unique, meaningful experiences
that reflect one’s identity and desire
to connect are common amongst
travelers; these drivers present
destinations with opportunities
to forge deeper connections that

can be cultivated throughout the
decision-making, destination
experience, and relationship
management phases.
• Digital travel research continues
to take place, predominantly, on
a computer. Three in five travelers
shop for travel products on desktop
and laptop computers versus
smartphones. Furthermore, 40%
of leisure travelers shop on OTAs
compared to just 30% who shop
on supplier websites, although this
pattern is reversed once it is time
to book. More than 1.5 times as
many travelers book directly on
supplier (airline, car rental, and
cruise line) websites than OTAs.
Telephone reservations likely
make that ratio even higher.
These metrics underscore
the importance of creating a
seamless multi-channel shopping
experience for the consumer. 6
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THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Capitalize on the fact that consumer confidence and intent
to travel —especially to the southeast—continues to be strong.
• While there is a rise in millennial travel, the desire for meaningful travel is
common across generational cohorts and should be exploited through all marketing channels.
• Present a wider range of destination experiences targeted to today’s experience-seeking travel consumers.
• Continue to leverage the potential of the brand with particular emphasis on digital
opportunities targeted to today’s experience-seeking travel consumer.

DOMESTIC GROUP (B2B)
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• The 2018 Global Meetings and
Events Forecast from American
Express M&E indicates that meeting
professionals will be working with
budgets that are flat or just 1%
higher than last year. This leveling
of budget does not suggest a lower
incidence of travel, but rather
the need for new strategies from
planners who must shave costs
in order to accommodate growth
in demand. 1
• The outlook for trade shows as
well as incentive program travel
remains optimistic. The Center
for Exhibition Industry Research
is forecasting moderate growth,

according to its Total Index. The
2018 SITE Index, a survey of 572
incentive professionals, notes that
more than half of planners predict
their incentive travel budgets
will grow. 2
• According to a survey administered
by Successful Meetings to travel
planners, key issues for the industry
include: Providing quality meetings
on limited budgets (59%), Managing
safety and security risks (55%),
and Creating compelling meeting
content (54%). 3

• Although traditional travel
agencies have suffered under
the rise of OTAs and Google,
agents who offer unique, endorsed
travel experiences remain active,
particularly among high-end
vacationers. Personalized service
that delivers expertise now defines
the industry. According to Forbes,
these agents routinely get clients
better rooms, seats, and better
destination experiences which
tend to be little-known activities
well suited for a client’s
unique tastes. 4

THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Consider non-traditional ways to promote the destination to meeting planners.
• Explore ways to make meeting planners’ jobs easier and more rewarding for meeting
delegates despite flat budget predictions.
• Continue to promote the destination over meeting facilities.
• Ensure that meeting content / messaging is on brand.
• Reinforce with meeting planners that Florida’s Historic Coast is affordable compared to other Florida resort destinations.
• Continue to leverage B2B media spending to provide more affordable access to industry trade shows.
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FLORIDA
• According to preliminary figures
from VISIT FLORIDA, 116.5 million
people traveled to the State in 2017
(not including residents), a 3.6%
increase from 2016. This growth
is all the more impressive given
reduced numbers of overseas
travelers, with the exception of
Canadian visitors.
• The top origin Designated Market
Areas (DMAs) for total domestic
visitors to Florida were New York,
Atlanta, and Chicago. For auto
visitors to the State, the top three
origin DMAs were Atlanta, New
York, and Chicago. Average length
of stay for out-of-state domestic

visitors was 4.1 nights.
Beach/waterfront, visiting
friends/relatives, culinary
experiences, shopping and
theme/amusement/water parks
are the top activities pursued
by leisure travelers to Florida
according to VISIT FLORIDA®.
• VISIT FLORIDA® data is supported
by Mintel, which shows that beach
vacations continue to dominate
traveler decisions. 65% of past year
vacationers report having visited a
shoreline in the last 12 months, and
an additional 26% stated they would
have liked to. Furthermore, 44%
of past year vacationers said that

weather/climate influenced their
decision to choose one destination
over another. 1
• Tourism in the entire Caribbean
region is likely to be impacted
by the 2017 hurricane season,
with particular effects felt in
Puerto Rico and several other
smaller island destinations.
Caribbean travel was originally
forecast to grow between 2.5% and
3.5%, but the forecast now stands
at just 1-2% growth for the region
overall. A portion of Caribbean
visitors may seek beach and
cultural experiences in Florida. 2

THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Capitalize on the sheer volume of visitors to Florida by providing a non-traditional,
non-cookie cutter, “more than just a beach” vacation experience.
• Continue to leverage cooperative media and promotion programs available through
VISIT FLORIDA as a means of extending its reach and effectiveness in the marketplace.
• Continue to leverage “Our History is Not the Same Old Story” so vacationers accustomed
to Caribbean destinations see potential in rich cultural, historic experiences throughout the destination.
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INTERNATIONAL
destination competitors, such as
France, Germany, Spain, and the
United Kingdom, all realized an
increased share of the global
travel market. 1

• America’s share of the expanding
global travel market has shrunk
over the last two years from 13.6%
in 2015 to 11.9% in 2017. Global longhaul travel volume rose 7.9 percent
overall over that same period, but
increased numbers of international
travelers select destinations in
Europe or Asia rather than trips
to the U.S. Leading European

• According to the US Travel
Association, most overseas travel
to the U.S. originates in relatively
few markets. In fact, the top 10

overseas source markets account
for 58 percent of all overseas
visitors. Though the composition
has changed over the years, this
high concentration has remained
fairly constant and is projected
to continue.

TOTAL US TRAVEL 2016

25.5% Canada

Total = 75.6 million

49.7% Overseas
14

24.8% Mexico

OVERSEAS TRAVEL

41.6% Other overseas

12.2% United Kingdom

Total = 37.6 million

9.5% Japan
7.9% China
2.6% Italy
3.1% India
3.6% Australia
4.3% France
Source: Fact Sheet: International Inbound Travel to the US. US Travel Association. 2016
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5.4% Germany
5.3% South Korea
4.5% Brazil
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COMPETITIVE INTEL
When it comes to attracting tourists’ dollars to a destination, the St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra competitive set spends
anywhere from $1.3 to $1.5 million in media dollars annually (Jacksonville and Sarasota, respectively) to upwards of
$30 million (Myrtle Beach) and likely even higher for Orlando. While it’s difficult to compete with deep-pocketed
destinations on a dollar-to-dollar basis, St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra’s brand voice can distinguish itself among
competitive destination communications.

SOME OF THE COMPETITIVE SET COMMUNICATIONS HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
• In general, Florida and South
Carolina coastal destinations
employ similar strategic
conventions in their digital
marketing efforts. Most use
highly rational descriptions of
a destination experience that
delivers both relaxation and fun.
Little attention is paid to forging
an emotional relationship with
consumers by answering the
question of “Why we travel?” on
a deeper level and then connecting
it back to what is unique about
the destination.
• Most destinations in this
competitive set utilize similar
photo and video imagery that
centers on vacationers involved
in recreational activities near
water and food. In many instances,
photos from one site could be
replaced with those from another

without notice. Charleston and
Amelia Island have pursued a
more proprietary style of imagery.
Also, Jacksonville takes a uniquely
urban, contemporary approach to
its photography and videos.
• Most destinations in this
competitive set function more
as clearing houses of categorized
vacation products absent a
packaging that affords potential
visitors a well-defined sense of a
unique destination brand. Rather
than copy or tag lines that offer
a single-minded promise of the
destination, DMOs provide menus
of events, attractions, cuisine, and
beach options. Potentially, this
challenges consumers who remain
in the shopping phase as many of
the destinations appear to offer
similar experiences.

• The destinations utilize similar
web templates, which further
clouds the travel consumer’s ability
to differentiate between beach
destinations. DMOs populate
these templates with link-able
content about upcoming
events, lodging options, and
“where to” find specific
travel category experiences.
• Video content figures prominently
in most of the websites. Examples
include: Amelia Island “video
tour,” 360-degree photo/videos
of St. Pete/Clearwater brewery;
Jacksonville landing page.
• Vacation guides appear to be losing
prominence as a marketing tool.
Guides were not made available by:
Tampa, Jacksonville, and Sarasota.
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A SUMMARY OF DESTINATION SPECIFIC IMPRESSIONS FOLLOWS:
CHARLESTON, SC
No clear differentiator was provided in the DMO’s website or vacation guide.
The City’s historic attractions, proximity to beaches, and upcoming cultural
events were leveraged to depict all that Charleston has to offer, but neither a
tagline nor brand positioning copy was included in the marketing materials.
Instead, Charleston seems to offer a menu of attractions and events that rotate
across the landing page. The website and vacation guide operate as descriptive
navigation systems rather than branding tools that lead to bookings. Finally,
it should be noted that their website prominently displayed its “2017 Reader’s
Choice #1 City in the U.S. & Canada” designation.

ST. PETE/CLEARWATER
Although the DMO does not employ a positioning statement in its digital
content, “white-sand Florida beaches” is the predominant trait used to lure
leisure travelers to a long list of coastal destinations in this part of Florida.
Those beaches are referenced consistently in copy, photography, and even
webcams. “In Less Than 3 Hours, You Could Be Here,” is the headline on the
home page; also noted is one’s ability to fly directly to this destination.
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AMELIA ISLAND
“Island Enchantment. Ever So Slightly Special” is the theme line splashed
across this destination’s landing page. Video animates the landing page; a
link to a “video tour” of Amelia Island is offered on that page as well. Lower
on the landing page, “Florida’s Favorite Island. Come for the Beach, Stay for
the Experience” appears as copy above the “special offers” link. This reads as
a second theme line, but does not appear elsewhere. A video version of the
destination vacation guide was not available online.
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TAMPA
“Visit Tampa Bay. Treasure Awaits” adorns this DMO’s website; however
no descriptive copy of the “treasure” is provided. Instead, the landing page
rotates through several categories of purchase options including: noteworthy
architecture, theme parks, dining options, and new Tampa merchandise.
The photo images and small sectional copy blocks all depict the destination
in contemporary terms – “the hip, urban heart of Florida’s Gulf coast.”
There is neither a unique character or experience that seems to anchor
this destination. The site does not offer a vacation guide.

JACKSONVILLE
This destination describes itself as “Florida’s youngest city – and one of the
hippest.” That Millennial-targeted copy is paired with the tagline “It’s Easier
Here,” which is carried throughout the site through associations with access
by car or plane as well as ease of experiencing a wide range of outdoor
recreation, culinary, and event experiences. The website expands upon this
“easier” positioning by positing that Jacksonville or ‘Jax’ combines “relaxation
with adventure, offering visitors an easier vacation.” The destination’s “easier”
position also seems to function as a direct contrast with the crowds and traffic
of other Florida vacation destinations. A vacation guide is not made available
through the site.

ORLANDO
“Visit Orlando. The Official Source for Orlando Travel Planning” appears
unlike the other DMO sites in this competitive set. Visually, it is an amalgam
of typography and photo styles, with a bit of video from multiple sources
interspersed throughout. There is virtually no sense of branding other than
a reference to “Theme Park Capital of the World ®” buried in the details of
the landing page. Furthermore, the site is highly retail in that it broadcasts
opportunities to win free vacations, downloadable apps that allow ease of
Orlando navigation, and discount opportunities. It would seem that most site
visitors have already decided why they wish to visit Orlando, although one
might conclude that the preponderance of attractions and Orlando navigation
assistance references might create doubt.
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SARASOTA
“Visit Sarasota. Beaches and Beyond” is the tagline used by this DMO, yet most
of the website pertains to beaches and beach experiences. Relatively speaking,
the website is sparsely populated with images and descriptions of the vacation
experiences available in Sarasota. A vacation guide was not offered on the site.

FT. WALTON/DESTIN
“The Heart of Florida’s Emerald Coast” is the branding description utilized by
Destin, Ft. Walton Beach, and Okaloosa Island. That designation is supported
with images and copy references to, “signature sugar-white, ultra fine sand
and glittering, emerald-green water.” The website is highly transactional; links
to vacation guides and vacation planning links (nightlife, activities, lodging)
rotate across the landing page.
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DAYTONA BEACH
Daytona does not provide potential visitors with a clear articulation of
its brand. Rather, it offers a menu of vacation experience categories that
rotate across the DMO’s home page. One brief descriptive bit of content
alludes to the “full throttle” pace of this destination, but that is the only
time this particular attribute is referenced. Homepage rotating categories are
devoted to the typical Florida vacation experiences like beaches, golf, lodging,
and family fun. It is worth noting that one of the links on Daytona’s home page
is labelled “History & Heritage.” Overall, the site functions like a clearing house
for local attractions.
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MYRTLE BEACH, SC
Myrtle Beach refers to its website as “the area’s official online vacation
guide.” As such, there is virtually no space dedicated to branding, but rather
a multitude of destination options in categories such as: attractions, beaches,
shows & entertainment, watersports, etc. Many of these web sections address
value and affordability. Family activities tend to be the focus, although not
exclusively. One unique attribute of Myrtle Beach’s site is the sizeable section,
on the landing page, devoted to “Favorite Moments from our Recent Guests,”
which consists of a gallery of digital content posted by satisfied vacationers.
Given the reliance on word-of-mouth recommendations and travel reviews,
this is an interesting approach. Notably, this site provides a Live Chat function.

THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Further evolve “Our History Is Not the Same Old Story” so it
stands above the competition both strategically and executionally.
• Embrace opportunities to target niche markets with relevant content.
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• Identify opportunities to keep content fresh throughout our digital
channels in order to fuel repeat visitation.
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B R A N D R E F E R R A L M A R K E T I NG
The proliferation of digital travel information – from DMO websites and vacation guides to influencer
blogs and videos – has intensified trip planning complexity for the consumer.
Mobile Phones

Any User-Generated Content

Any Social Media

Any Print Resource

80%

% of American Leisure Travelers Using Each

70%

20

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Jan 2018

Oct 2017

July 2017

Jan 2017

Oct 2016

July 2016

Jan 2016

July 2015

Jan 2015

July 2014

Jan 2014

July 2013

Jan 2013

July 2012

Jan 2012

July 2011

Jan 2011

July 2010

Jan 2010

Source: Destination Analysts’ , The State of the American Traveler” Winter 2018

• Destination Analysts’ Winter 2018 data indicates that 58.2% of Americans consulted a form of user-generated content,
54.6% used social media, and 48.6% employed a printed travel resource of some kind.
• Research conducted by Nielsen for Google showed that travelers spent an average of 53 days visiting 28 different websites
over a period of 76 online sessions. 1 These figures reflect the continued upward adoption trend in the use of leisure travel
planning resources, including those delivered by mobile phones. 2
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Although consumers invest a considerable amount of time and effort in their trip planning, additional data above
reveals they appreciate ways to simplify the abundance of information. The relatively high price of travel combined
with its personal importance and the preponderance of destination information exacerbates perceived risk.
Consumers can be challenged to differentiate between like destinations, particularly beaches that appear similar in
marketing. “Skepticism and concern have made consumers more conscientious and resourceful before they make
purchases,” Mintel reports in its Trend Overview on the “Prove It” mentality of consumers. HuffPost reports that
over 95% of leisure travelers read at least seven reviews before booking their holidays. 3
One consumer strategy aimed at simplifying travel decision-making is reliance on trusted referrals. Two-thirds
of American travelers (66%) say they rely on the opinions of friends and relatives delivered in-person while an
additional 30% obtain this same type of information from social media 4 Mintel’s February 2018 “Family Vacations”
analysis reveals that vacation decision-makers are most likely to rely on personal recommendations and their own
past experience when selecting a destination. This trend is particularly prevalent among younger parents who have
less direct experience and lower discretionary household income.

“Which of the following inspired your most recent family vacation destination choice?”
Personal

Branded

Personal Recommendation

44%

Previous Experience

44%

21

30%

Previous Experience

25%

Information from a specific destination

TV Advertising

12%

Travel magazine or guides

12%

Base: 1,370 internet users aged 18+ who are parents of children under age 18 in
the household and have traveled with children for leisure purposes in the last 12 months.

Source: Lightspeed/Mintel, November 2017
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More than half of travelers use social media for travel tips. 5 The importance of social media recommendations from
friends and family is an opportunity for Florida’s Historic Coast. The destination’s Net Promoter Score – a reflection of
travelers’ likelihood of recommending the destination to friends and family – was notably high among all travel cohorts.

Gen X is most likely to recommend the area to friends/
family, but each generation yields comparatively strong
Net Promoter Scores. (PROMOTERS – DETRACTORS = NET PROMOTERS)
St. Augustine/Ponte Vedra NPS by Generation

67%

21%

12%

55%

7%

65%

Millennials (21–35)

72%

21%
Gen X (36–51)

63%

24%
Boomers (52+)

22
Promoters (9–10)

Neutrals (7–8)

Detractors (0–6)

Source: St. Johns TDC, Brand Perception Study 2016
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“How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement?:
I prefer my kids not use technology on family vacations.”
(57%)

70%

Under age 1*

60%

Age 1*

65%
62%
57%
62%

Aged 2–3
Aged 4–5
Aged 6–8
Aged 9–11

56%
49%
45%

Aged 12–14
Aged 15–17
Aged 18+
(% among all family
vacationers)
Base: 1,370 internet users aged 18+ who are parents of children under age 18 in
the household and have traveled with children for leisure purposes in the last 12 months.
* small sample, <100

Source: Lightspeed/Mintel, November 2017
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THE OPPORTUNITY
St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra’s ability to leverage word-of-mouth as a marketing tool increases, exponentially,
among families with children aged 10+, the point at which smartphone acquisition rates begin to increase. As children
age, parents become more lenient about technology use during trips. This creates a potentially larger group of informal
brand ambassadors, across generations, who can post destination photos and videos. This form of marketing would allow
St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra to reach potential travelers in the sharing and dreaming stages of their vacation planning
in digital formats associated with less competition than OTAs and supplier sites.
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S TAT E O F T H E B R A N D
Nearly eight years of branding consistency have resulted in strong market recognition (90%), intent to travel (74%),
and positive or very positive opinions of what Florida’s Historic Coast has to offer (80%). “Our History Is Not the
Same Old Story” has helped position St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra as a destination that offers “historic”, “relaxing”,
and “beachy” experiences. Furthermore, the motivation for visiting the destination, among those who recently did so,
appears to be a quest for fun (88%), getting away from everyday stress (82%), and spending time with loved ones (82%).
Although aided brand awareness is high, St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra received roughly half as many mentions
as Orlando when respondents were asked to think of overnight or weekend getaway destinations on an unaided
basis (5.2% vs 2.5%, respectively). This disparity is not surprising given the significant difference in historic marketing
investment from all places associated with Orlando (not just DMO dollars) versus the combined effort of St. Johns
County marketing dollars. Yet, since approximately half of St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra overnight visitors reside
in Florida, the destination can continue to build relevance by broadening perceived opportunities for new and
unique experiences. A potential growth strategy for Florida’s Historic Coast lies in its ability to offer highly unique
experiences in relatively close proximity to Orlando, but without the crowds and congestion.
“Our History Is Not the Same Old Story” has undergone campaign refinements over the years to keep pace with
changing consumer expectations. The most recent evolution of the St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra brand took place
in 2018. Specifically, it provided past visitors and prospective guests with a broader set of reasons to visit Florida’s
Historic Coast. New places and activities as well as unexpected things to do in the destination were incorporated.
The destination brand promise encourages visitors to write their own unique and personal histories while on vacation
in Florida’s Historic Coast. Creative focuses on things considered to be “hidden gems” and experiences that allow
people to feel inspiration and imagination.
History and beach associations have generated steady growth for the destination, yet, alone, they may not be
differentiators that allow St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra to realize its full potential, particularly as more Millennials
seeking unique, immersive experiences come to define the market. “Not interested in historic attractions” is the
top derived barrier among those who have not been to the area, which highlights the importance of expanding
articulation of the brand so that more visitors are able to envision ways to connect with attractions, cuisine,
culture, and numerous forms of outdoor recreation.
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RESULTS
The Our History Is Not the Same Old Story
campaign continues to perform well in the
marketplace as evidenced by both brand health
measures and destination key performance indicators.
Research commissioned by the Tourism Development
Council (TDC) points to brand awareness, destination
relevance, intent to visit and destination affinity scores
being equal to or besting those of key competitors
while far outstripping normative measures. Consumer
understanding of what the destination stands for in the
marketplace is at an all-time high. New measurements
will be taken in mid-2018 to assess the destination’s
continued performance in the marketplace.
A range of digital keywords associated with Florida’s
Historic Coast will be tracked as part of the KPI mix
in FY2019. Keywords will be monitored so that response to
campaign efforts can be tracked on a weekly basis. This data
will be used to measure campaign effectiveness as well as
brand interest and conversion levels over time. Of course,
traffic to the VCB website will also be monitored with the
understanding that just 8-10% of the consumers use
DMO sites for travel planning.
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Research will play a key role in the activation of the brand to reach the right visitors with the right message at
the right time. The FY2019 Media Plan is currently being developed and will likely employ many of the following:
• Video content through broadcast, web and over the top technology (Apple TV, Amazon Fire TV, Raku, Xbox, etc.)
• General market and Hispanic market radio
• Digital advertising for desktop and mobile
• Print executions
• Billboards along key routes to the destination
• Paid social
• An expanded cooperative program
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R E F I N I NG T H E D E F I N I T I ON OF T H E C O N S U M E R :
TA R G E T I NG C O N S U M E R T RU T H S
Projected population by generation
90M

Although Millennials are about to overtake
Baby Boomers as the largest living adult generation,
research indicates that the motivation to travel among
both cohorts as well as their hopes and expectations
while doing so overlap significantly.

Millennial

70M
Gen X

50M

As of July 1, 2016 (the latest date for which population
estimates are available), Millennials, defined as ages
20 to 35 in 2016, numbered 71 million, and Boomers
(ages 52 to 70) numbered 74 million.

Boomer

30M
Silent

10M

2050

2036

2028

2019

2016

Note: Millennials refer to the population ages 20 to 35 as of 2016.
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Source: PEW Research Center

EXPERIENCE GIVES MEANING
The transformative nature of travel appears to be one of the single biggest motivators regardless of generation.
Consumers, across demographics, share the sentiment that new experiences garnered through travel hold the power
to expand one’s perspective of self, one’s place in the world, and one’s ability to positively influence the lives of others.
Amex Travel’s 2018 Trend Forecast shows that over half (57%) of Americans have “exploring a new destination that
they’ve never seen before” as their most important travel goal for 2018 and nearly half (43%) say that finding a local
culinary spot in a hip neighborhood as the most exciting dining experience while traveling. 1
“For Millennials, experiences continue to trump things: three out of four Millennials would choose to spend their
money on an experience rather than buying something desirable.” 2 Experiences for this large cohort run the gamut:
from live cause-related events to cultural performances to travel. Direct experience and cultural immersion allow this
soul-searching cohort opportunities for identity-creation and meaningful human connections. 79% of Millennials
report that attending live events makes them feel more connected to other people, the community, and the world,
a figure that is up from just 69% three years ago. 3 Yet, the experience economy is not a phenomenon unique
to Millennials.
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EXPERIENCE GIVES MEANING (CONT.)
The primary motivation for Baby Boomer travel includes: taking a break from daily life, visiting new places,
experiencing new cultures and enjoying life-enriching experiences. This drive to expand one’s horizons through
direct experience aligns with Millennial travel motivations, which include: the desire to visit exotic destinations,
to have authentic travel experiences, and to immerse themselves in local culture. 4
The belief that experiences allow one to make the most of life is integral across generational cohorts.
Boomers, Gen Xers, and Millennials share the fundamental desire to spend treasured time with friends
and relatives through travel. 5

THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Engage with potential visitors on a level that triggers an emotional response
rather than simply provide a menu of travel information and offers.
• Evolve the St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra communications program to engage with new and
return visitors in a manner that honors who they wish to be and how travel can meet that pursuit.
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MAKE IT MINE
Although consumers have valued customization for decades, expectations for curated, highly individualized
products and services as well as personalized customer service have grown more pronounced. Steady growth in digital
commerce solutions that offer customized purchase recommendations based on algorithmic knowledge of individual
preferences and interests has fueled consumer expectations. “The travel brands that are able to personalize a traveler’s
journey are the ones that consumers will go back to time and time again,” concluded a consumer survey from Acxiom.
According to a study by American Express, 83% of Millennials said they would let travel brands track their digital
patterns if this would provide them with a more personalized experience. In addition, 85% of respondents of all
ages thought that customized itineraries were much more desirable than general, mass-market offerings. 1
Regardless of their age and the cost of travel, vacationers, simultaneously, place a high value on personalized,
high touch service and high-tech efficiency in planning their travel experience. Deloitte’s 2018 Travel-Hospitality
Industry Outlook labels this trend “data-centric personalization,” which they define as “brand interaction in the digital
or physical realm that demonstrates the willingness of a brand to go above and beyond to provide their customers with
experiences and services tailored to individual needs and preferences.” 2
According to Mintel, “consumers have come to see ‘have it my way’ as more than just a fun, frivolous way to express
their personality, but as a recognition that no two people, and no two people’s needs, are the same.” 3 Importantly,
this strong preference for customization should be consumer-led. Today’s traveling consumers do not simply want a
menu of available options, but rather they expect to participate in the process of defining the activities and experiences
associated with their trips.
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THE OPPORTUNITIES
• The ability to create personalized moments that travelers value is projected to unlock new revenue
streams and brand loyalty for members of the travel industry ecosystem that embrace this approach.
• Identify new messaging approaches that allow St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra to further optimize
its outbound re-marketing and digital engagement efforts.

AUTHENTICITY
Consumer pursuit of products and experiences that come with
a stamp of authenticity is one of the trends fueling the growth
of the hospitality industry. Airbnb, rates of outbound travel, and
the expansion of multicultural dining options are all examples
of this consumer desire for genuine, non-mass experiences.
Specifically, “consumers are seeking out unique, undiluted cultural
experiences,” that are portrayed realistically rather than sanitized
or watered-down in marketing. 68% of U.S. travelers say that
having an authentic cultural experience is important when they
vacation, and 57.7% say they’re interested in trying cuisine made
with authentic cooking techniques. 1
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Mintel research indicates that, “a growing proportion of
vacationers prioritize experiences like eating local food
and learning about the local culture.”
Although travelers’ primary objectives are relaxation,
sun, and beaches, there is a commensurate desire, across
generations, for “regionally real” experiences and cultural
immersion. AARP travel research reports that 50% of Boomers
would like to eat a meal with locals and 40% would appreciate
touring with locals. 2 Millennials appear more receptive to a
broader range of authentic local experiences including staying
in the homes of locals. In essence, the ideal scenario for many
consumers is the ability to sample authentic, unique experiences
in a safe, clean vacation environment.

THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Target consumers based on consumer truths in addition to generational cohorts and demographic characteristics.
• The abundance of unique experiences delivered by independent travel and tourism
operators in Florida’s Historic Coast dovetails perfectly with this trend. The VCB will continue
to promote the “hidden gems” and unexpected experiences available in St. Johns County.
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O R IG I N M A R K E T S

St. Johns Tourism Trends

Top Florida zip code generators – overnight visitors

People from far and wide visit Florida’s Historic Coast with
close to half of visitors living in Florida, followed by Georgia (9.6%),
New York (9.3%) and Texas (6%), according to the 2016 Visitor
Intercept Study.
Because the VCB is tasked with generating room nights, a slightly
different market mix comes into play according to seasonal data
from nSight for Travel®, a tool that monitors online search, demand
and conversion for hotels using data pulled from OTAs and third
party booking sites.

METROPOLITAN AREA

PERCENT

Tampa/St. Petersburg

15.8%

Orlando w/ suburbs

14.2%

Miami/Ft. Lauderdale

11.6%

Melbourne/Palm Bay

7.2%

Lakeland

6.5%

Ft. Meyers/Naples

6.5%

Sarasota

5.4%

West Palm Beach

4.1%

Gainesville

3.1%

Jacksonville

2.3%

The charts below show by season which markets are actively
searching for hotels in St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra. Data such
as this will help further define market selection and
media flighting.

Source: SJC Intercept Survey

Top Source Markets Searching St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra
Jacksonville
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Orlando/Kissimmee/Sanford

9/1/16– 11/15/16

Tampa/St. Petersburg/Clearwater

11/1/16 – 3/1/17

Miami/Fort Lauderdale/West Palm Beach

3/1/17 –5/31/17

Philadelphia/Camden/Wilmington

6/1/17/8/31/17

New York/Newark/Jersey City
Chicago/Naperville/Elgin
Atlana/Sandy Springs/Roswell
Deltona/Daytona Beach/Ormond Beach
Palm Bay/Melbourne/Titusville
Ocala
Lakeland/Winter Haven
16%

14%

12%

10%

8%

6%

4%

2%

0%

Demographics and travel habits vary by market and the VCB is in the process of researching cross tab analysis
options from past years’ visitor intercept studies to get a better understanding of differences in origin markets.
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THE OPPORTUNITIES
• Attract more consumers from those markets that historically spend a higher
percentage on lodging and have a higher average transaction amount.
• Marketing initiatives should take into consideration the varying demographics,
travel habits, proximity, historical performance and advertising costs of origin markets.

TA R G E T AU D I E NC E S
Optimized return on investment (ROI) will be an overarching goal of Florida’s Historic Coast marketing efforts.
Demographic, geographic, psychographic and niche interests will all be considered in the selection of strategies
and tactics. Results will be continuously analyzed so that investments can be fine-tuned accordingly.
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PRIMARY – FAMILIES, COUPLES
Millennial and Gen X families and couples as well as Boomer couples will continue to be the primary
target audience for the destination. These broad targets will be isolated on the basis of their past travel
behavior, household income level, and geographic proximity to Florida’s Historic Coast.
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SECONDARY – HISPANIC (FAMILIES, COUPLES, MULTI-GENERATION)
Hispanics are not one homogenous group. Accordingly, sub-segments travel differently by generation and by
culture-of-origin based upon the world they’ve grown up in and now seek to explore. Currently Florida captures
10% of the domestic Hispanic travelers – the largest share of any state. Most of the market break down into two key
demographic segments: 45% are Millennial (18-34) and 31% are GenX (35-49). These represent the significant age
group for the destination. In addition, Hispanics over index to non-Hispanics in three key life stages: “Young and Free,”
“Young Family” and “Moderate Family.” Travel timing is predominantly summer based reflecting a strong family
travel component. However younger millennials that fall in the “Young and Free” segment exhibit travel tendencies
that reflect a more experiential travel experience. These are looking for experiences to check off their bucket list.
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DMA

PERCENTAGE
HISPANIC

Miami

48%

Orlando

19%

Tampa

15%

Jacksonville

7%

West Palm Beach

18%

Ft. Myers

20%

Atlanta

10.4%

New York

22.1%

Chicago

20.4%

Washinton, DC

12.6%

Philadelphia

9.9%

ESRI ArcGIS population data pulled by DMA.

Millennial Hispanic Consumers are prime examples of Millennial
Multicultural Consumers traveling to locations and undergoing travel
experiences in order to cross them off their “bucket list”. In 2017, Hispanic
Millennials have been favoring more practical but somewhat adventurous
journeys. More often than not, they are opting for accessible travel ideas that
do not stray too far from home such as a cruise or the all American road trip.
Culture and heritage remain very important to all of the Hispanic Market.
They believe strongly in preserving and passing down family values while
today’s Gen X Hispanic Travelers fully embrace an American lifestyle
and identity, their own home country still remains an integral part in
their cultural roots. 1
Currently, the Hispanic community ranks as the 2nd largest ethnic group
in the U.S. at 52M and is 16.7% of the U.S. population. (2010 census data notes
50.5M and 16.3% of U.S. population.) However, many source markets for
Florida’s Historic Coast skew higher than the national average which makes
this niche market attractive.

SECONDARY – B2B
B2B, or business to business, includes meeting planners, tour operators, travel agents, executive groups, sports, social,
fraternal, military, reunions and wedding planners. The target audiences served by these intermediaries are attractive
for a number of reasons:
• Executive meeting groups often book mid-week, overnight accommodations;
• The B2B market tends to be first time visitors from non-traditional
origin markets;
• And, there is potential for “add-on” leisure, overnight stays.
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N I C H E C O N S I D E R AT I ON S
Another way to expand St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra’s brand articulation is to address the experience-seeking
mindset of today’s traveling consumer. Niche opportunities run the gamut. Some are based on demographics, like
the important Hispanic market, while others are based on specific travel-related interests, like history and culture,
or lifecycle considerations, like weddings. Niche messaging and media placement will be pursued on the basis of
available budget and ROI of advertising investment.
Segments that can find highly unique, rewarding experiences in St. Johns County will be targeted with the expectation
that they will share news of their travels with a network of like-minded potential vacationers. Some of the segments
under consideration include:
• Multigenerational – Family
and multigenerational travel is a
pronounced trend that addresses
family members’ desire to share
quality time and expose children
to new destinations and cultures.
Multigenerational vacations now
represent half of all trips taken
by both grandparents and parents.
Although cruises, Orlando, and
all-inclusive resorts have often been
the travel solution for this segment,
new experiences are being sought.
Grandchildren appear to play a
decisive role in deciding which
destinations to visit. 2
• Homeschoolers – Homeschooling
in the U.S. constitutes about
3.4% of U.S. students (2 million).
Smart Map Search through ESRI
ArcGIS combined U.S.Census
Bureau data and ownership of
educational software incidence
to determine markets with highest
potential for homeschool targeting.
When looking at those variables,
Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa-St.
Petersburg (Hillsborough County),
Palm Beach and Miami have high
market potential for targeting road
tripping homeschool parents.

• Road Trippers – This method
of travel has evolved into a spirit
embraced by Americans of all ages.
According to AAA, 79% of family
travelers planned a road trip in
2017, ten percent more than in 2016.
Driving satisfies vacationers’ desire
to pursue unique experiences while
allowing travelers of all generations
to fulfill their goal of spending
quality time with friends and
loved ones. On average, Millennials
planned 4.7 domestic trips in 2017
compared to 3.6 planned by Gen
Xers. 3 Their travel priorities tend
to be unique off-the-beaten track
experiences and unique foods.
• Female Travelers – 24% of
American women have taken
a girlfriend getaway trip in the
past three years, and 39% plan on
taking one in the next three years
According to 68% of travel agents
surveyed, most female clients
taking trips in small groups are
35+ years of age, with the majority
skewing 45 or older. 4 Their travel
priorities ten to be safety, fun/
adventure, sightseeing and
shopping. Solo female travelers,

across generations, have grown
into a formidable marketing
segment as well. The average
monthly search volume for the
term “solo female travel” grew by
52% between 2016
and 2017.
• Culture and History Buffs –
According to the Travel Industry
Association of America, roughly
eighty percent of the adults who
travel more than fifty miles from
their homes can be considered
“cultural tourists.” Thirty percent
of adults state that specific art,
cultural or heritage events and
exhibits influenced their choice
of destination on their last trip.
Cultural tourism, particularly
among affluent, active, and
frequent travelers, is on the
rise. The travel priorities of this
growing segment tend to be
learning, listening, and viewing
opportunities. This also includes
travelers with a particular interest
in military and religious
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subject matter.
• Bridal – Although the U.S. bridal
market is estimated at about $72B,
young couples today appear to be
tying the knot at a declining rate.
The rate of marriage slipped from
8.2 marriages per 1,000 in 2000 to
6.9 in 2016, according to the CDC/
NCHS National Vital Statistics. The
two factors cited are the Millennial
generation’s preference for delaying
marriage until later in life (now 29.5
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years for men, 27.4 years for women)
and the heavy financial burden
of engagement and weddings.
Financial strain has caused some
20% of couples to downsize their
bachelor/bachelorette party and
30% to downsize their wedding
and reception, according to a new
study by online diamond jewelry

of couples who have a destination
wedding have been married
previously making the age of the
bride and groom slightly older.
6 A 2017 report by Destination
Weddings Travel Group reveals
that the majority
of couples who choose destination
weddings are choosing locations

retailer James Allen. 5 Destination
weddings represent about 25% of
marriages — a pronounced portion
of the overall industry. Notably, 80%

that offer natural beauty, adventure,
and rich local cultures. Weather
is reported as a key consideration
in selecting a destination. 60% of
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destination weddings take place
in a domestic location. 7
• LGBT – The 2016 U.S. LGBT travel
market was valued at $60.8B in
consumer spending, a 2.5% growth
over prior year. 8 LGBT travelers
have become recognized as a
segment that travels with greater
frequency and demonstrates higherthan-average patterns of spending,
a result of continued improvements
in the legal recognition and
protection of lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender people around the
world. 9 As such, travel marketers
around the globe seek to assure
the LGBT consumer that their
destination is safe, welcoming
and respectful — top considerations
among this segment in addition to
attributes of the destination itself.
In addition to reviews and opinions
posted, real-time, on social media,
the LGBT traveler considers public
support for causes central to this
segment. Sixty four percent of
those who identified as LGBT allies
say they are more likely to spend
money with brands that are LGBT
inclusive, according to a new
survey from Ogilvy. 10
• Culinary – “The percentage of
U.S. leisure travelers who travel
to learn about unique dining
experiences grew from 40% to
51% between 2006 and 2013,
according to Mandala Research’s
“The American Culinary Traveler”
study. That study projected over
39 million leisure travelers are
“deliberate” culinary travelers in that

specific food and beverage
activities were a key reason for
selecting a trip or destination.
It labels an additional 35 million
“opportunistic” culinary travelers,
which it defines as those who seek
out such activities but who do not
necessarily make them a factor
in choosing a destination. The
growth in this trend appears to be
reinforced by food blogs, broadcast
and print media dedicated to the
topic, and the millions of food
photos taken by culinary tourists
for purposes of sharing on social
media platforms. Notably, many
of these food celebrators also
manifest a preference for unique
cultural and heritage experiences. 11

target audience segment,
St. Johns County will pursue
connections with tourists interested
in stand-up paddleboarding,
kayaking, hiking, and other waterbased activities. Participants noted
that the most important aspects of
an outdoor experience were being
in a natural environment, learning,
meaningful human experiences,
and experiencing a new culture.
These vacation experience
attributes are consistent with
other travel industry consumer
trends described in this plan.
Travelers are placing more
emphasis on personal
transformation obtained
through immersive experiences
while they travel.

• Nature Lovers & Outdoor
Enthusiasts (including water
sports) – Mintel’s May 2018 report
on Outdoor Vacation Activities
indicates that 69% of vacationing
adults participated in an outdoor
activity during their trip. The
Outdoor Foundation reports that
the number of outdoor activity
participants was up 1.5% from 2015
to 2016, a result of steadily rising
interest in outdoor activities overall.
Leisure activities have the highest
participation rates, and they are
pursued as add-on activities to
a trip rather than the impetus for
the trip. Outdoor vacations rank
lower than most other vacation
types suggesting a lack of interest
in regular engagement with the
outdoors. 12 Although a fondness
for nature-based activities cannot
be encapsulated into a single
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In an era where consumers are supersaturated with messaging, these very same consumers are ever more
empowered to control what media they consume and what they do not. An effective media strategy is one
that achieves significant, measurable, targeted consumer impact, while continuing to realize strong reach,
frequency and CPM metrics.
All successful media campaigns lie at the intersection of psychology and data. First, human psychology
plays a critical role in truly understanding the needs, motivators and actions consumers leverage when
making travel purchase decisions. Travel planning is a complex endeavor and understanding the consumer’s
drivers at each step of the way is the first step in developing a successful media plan. It is this understanding
of consumer behavior that drives decisions about the right message, at the right time and, most critically, in
the right medium.
Data drives decisions all the way through the media planning, execution and measurement phases.
Leveraging data from multiple sources sheds light on consumer segments that are most apt to visit, spend
more money and stay longer. It also provides a better understanding of target markets, consumer habits,
as well as necessary reach and costs to saturate at different levels.
We will rely on four foundational pillars:
1. All markets are not created equal. As such, media and messaging should vary to some degree by market.
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2. All placements should be cost efficient while connecting with the right consumers.
3. The plan presented should be dynamic. Performance and new opportunities should drive forward momentum.
4. Placements, where appropriate, should be contextually relevant not only to the campaign’s goal
but also to the brand as a whole.
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M E D I A S T R AT E G Y A N D TAC T I C S
With an ever-fragmented media landscape, our focus will be refined with an increase in digital efforts for efficiencies
to ensure the VCB continues to generate targeted website traffic and, ultimately, drive overnight visitation.
In support of the business objectives in the plan, the media objectives will include:
• Grow new visitation to FloridasHistoricCoast.com and other destination websites
• Increase awareness and familiarity of the destination.
• Drive organic search from key source markets.
• Optimize digital placements based on desired consumer activity: Visits to the lodging page, time on site, etc.
• Provide high value opportunities for co-op partners.
• Drive qualified distribution of all visitor guides.
• Continue to focus on lead generation for remarketing efforts.
• Improve engagement and conversion from social channels.

The media plan will align strategically with event and promotional calendars as well as historic performance
and booking patterns to ensure need periods are met, including the continued support for the critical summer
season and boosting exposure during the shoulder seasons.
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As the media landscape continues to change, due to both consumer driven behaviors and distributor innovation,
and the increasingly fragmented travel planning process, BCF will tailor the media plan to reflect these new patterns
and channels. Shifts in media consumption provide new opportunities to reach travelers across multiple platforms and
devices and also offer the opportunity to target them with the correct message at the most influential moments.
While there will be an increased focus on digital media, traditional media channels such as magazines and
broadcast, remain important parts of the media mix. And, the plan will be supplemented with newer distribution
points such as OTT (Over the Top digitally delivered which includes services such as YouTube, Hulu, Sling,
DirecTV Now, to name a few.)
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TA R G E T M A R K E T S
The media plan will have both primary and secondary markets, which will be proposed based on a variety of data
points. Due to strong, positive brand familiarity, Florida’s Historic Coast can likely use a maintenance approach for
closer markets while enhancing the budget for a wider geographic footprint that can bring in new overnight visitors
for a longer duration. Each market would be evaluated to ensure an adequate reach and frequency for each media
type used.

TA R G E T AU D I E NC E S
The target audiences outlined previously in the marketing plan will also be the audiences for media efforts for FY2019.

PRIMARY – FAMILIES, COUPLES
Millennial and Gen X families and couples as well as Boomer couples with a high predisposition to travel.

SECONDARY – HISPANIC
Millennial and Gen X families and couples as well as Boomer couples and multi-generational travelers historically
associated with travel behavior.

SECONDARY – B2B
B2B, or business to business, includes travel agents, tour operators, corporate and association planners
as well as executive groups, sports, social, fraternal, military, reunions and wedding planners.
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There will likely be niche media opportunities woven into the FY2019 media recommendation. Those specific target
audiences such as female travelers, culture and history buffs, culinary and outdoor enthusiasts to name a few will
be pursued based on available budget and ROI on advertising investment. Specific niche targeting would allow for
weaving in highly specific messaging.
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MEDIA TYPES
As stated above, a diverse media mix is needed to reach the target audience. A lone television spot or
a single media buy can’t reach the entire target. The proposed media plan will utilize the medium that makes
the most sense for each target audience realizing that some will use broad strokes, and some will be highly targeted.
The media plan will maintain emphasis on proven performers like paid search and social, maximize distribution of
existing content assets and remain flexible for performance-based optimizations to provide deeper engagement across
devices. While this is not an exhaustive list, the following mediums will be evaluated to be included in the FY19 plan.

VIDEO
•
•
•
•
•

Broadcast Television
Cable Television
OTT
Pre-roll, mid-roll or in-stream
Secondary – Hispanic

AUDIO
• Broadcast radio
• Digital radio, i.e. Pandora
40

OUTDOOR BILLBOARDS
DIGITAL
• Static, dynamic or video ad units displayed on mobile, tablet or desktop

NATIVE CONTENT
• Sponsored content that can be shared digitally or in print media

MAGAZINE/NEWSPAPERS
• Publications that are contextually and geographically relevant

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
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M E D I A AT T R I B U T I O N
In the world of digital marketing, having goals is critical. Everything will be measured and continually optimized
for performance. There’s always a bottom performer that can do better or be removed. BCF recommends the Blended
Action Model and the BAM Score.
Working with the VCB, BCF will identify the goal actions and the weight of their significance in a site visitor becoming
a destination visitor. Using this information, a scoring model will be used to ascertain a point value
of each placement by which to define success, and a singular optimization point.
While reviewing performance, making optimizations, and providing reporting BCF will track several performance
metrics. Specific to the BAM score:

THE BAM SCORE ITSELF
How many of the identified actions were completed, adjusted to reflect the identified
ranked value of the individual actions.

THE CONVERSION RATE (CVR)
This is the rate of conversions (site actions) to the clicks received – Clicks / Actions

THE COST PER ACTION (CPA)
This is how much actions cost in perspective to media spend – Spend / Actions
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The various elements of the campaign (vendors, placements, ad sizes & creative, etc.) are reviewed
and optimized towards driving the target CPA.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• Using nSight data quarterly reports, increase destination search and booking behavior from
the destination’s key advertising markets by an average of a quarter of a percentage point.
• Utilize Google’s Key word planner to look at average monthly organic searches by specific terms
to gauge “brand lift” from target markets. Develop benchmarks and optimize accordingly.
• Increase visitor guide distribution and views on FloridasHistoricCoast.com by 3%
• Use BAM score to optimize digital throughout the campaign to maintain a target cost per acquisition
cost below $10. The Cost Per Action will be benchmarked at the start of the campaign with goal
of achieving a minimum of 5% improvement over the course of the campaign
• Using data provided by Smith Travel Research, increase demand/room nights
generated by 3% in the fall, winter and spring and 2% in the summer
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SALES
The VCB sales team promotes St. Augustine, Ponte Vedra & The Beaches throughout the U.S. and abroad.
The department deploys various direct sales strategies targeting key meeting professionals, travel agents, tour
operators, wedding/event planners, third-party planners and consumers with the goal of keeping Florida’s Historic
Coast® in the “destination forefront.”
The Sales Team will continue to combine successful initiatives with innovations to help exceed their FY2019 goals:
•

Continue enhanced focus on the Sports Market through sponsorships (the Donna Marathon, for example), involvement
with the JAXSports Council and TaxSlayer Bowl, attending targeted sports-related tradeshows and other activities.

•

Work with the Communications and Promotions teams to grow group business through an incentive to submit new RFPs
to help generate leads and room nights during the August through November need period.

•

Leisure Sales will continue to reach out to diversity groups, especially Spanish Speaking groups wanting to come to
St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra.

•

Enhance eCRM efforts to reach planners prior to appointments for trade shows and to more efficiently stay in regular
communication after the events to improve RFP production. The team will also use LinkedIn to post communication
regarding upcoming trade shows to generate interest in Florida’s Historic Coast® and in booking appointments.

•

Reach out to new markets to include affluent motorcycle groups and groups interested in Agritourism and
Culinary experiences.

•

Maximize leverage with the Northeast Florida HelmsBriscoe group and other HelmsBriscoe associates to take advantage
of the organization’s new focus on CVBs to help them close business.

•

Partner with the Communications team to host a group publication media FAM.

•

Host two St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra Expos for residents and group leaders in The Villages to include interested
VCB partners. This is the second year for this new sales concept for the destination.

The sales team target for FY2019 room night production has been increased 6.8% over last year’s goal. This is based on
Smith Travel (STR) data showing occupancy growth in the county over the past 12 months at 6.1% and confidential pace
reports from selected properties showing group growth in the 3% to 4% range. An increase in supply of approximately
2.6% was also taken into account. Targets for leads (up 1.8%) reflect the trend of larger groups overall and solicitation
task goals (up 1%) have leveled off after an 11.2% increase last year. In short, the team will produce more room nights per
solicitation task and lead.
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SALES

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• The Sales Department group room night goal will be 84,888 (average of 7,074/month), a 6.8% increase over FY2018.
• The goal for leads sent to hotel partners will be 390 (average of 32.5/month), a 1.8% increase over FY2018.
• The solicitation call goal (phone or e-mail) will increase to 2,021 (average of 168/month), which is 1% increase over FY2018.
• Due to changes with Receptive Tour Companies (mergers, staff and policy changes), it is no longer possible to obtain
consistent wholesale room night production data for the destination. As a result, while the leisure sales team member
will continue to develop this market, actual production can no longer be dependably reported.

LEISURE SALES – OBJECTIVES
Throughout FY2019, the leisure sales team leader will continue to focus her efforts on increasing awareness
of the destination’s products and services, with emphasis on the unique brand attributes attractive to domestic
and international families, couples, adults traveling together and organized motor coach and packaged tours.
• Exceed the targeted number
of lead room nights from previous
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year among tour operators,
wholesalers, travel agents, educators
and other travel influencers.
• Generate 135 leads capable of
producing 25,500 leisure group
lead room nights.
• Grow while maintaining the quality
of the VCB travel trade database
and CRM programs (ongoing
updates, archiving, etc.).
• Strengthen relationships with
key travel partners i.e. AAA
counselors, travel agents, group
leaders, golf tour operators and
receptive operators.
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TARGETED LEISURE SALES SEGMENTS
Retail travel agents, emphasis on domestic group tour/motor coach operators, U.S. based receptive operators,
international tour operators/wholesalers and residents of The Villages

STRATEGIES
•

Generate leads for industry partners by attending travel-trade shows, sales missions, soliciting
tour operator membership directories and researching on the internet.

•

Host two St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra Expos for residents & group leaders in The Villages to include
interested VCB partners.

•

Continue assisting domestic group operators and receptive tour operators with itinerary development.

•

Continue developing relationships with high performing operators, travel agents and wholesalers in key
markets; research and participate in their product launches to travel agents (either via attendance or via
marketing materials and promotions).

•

Leisure Sales will continue to reach out to diverse groups, especially Spanish Speaking groups to explore
their heritage to St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra.

•

Conduct site visits for receptive tour operators throughout the year to increase awareness of the destination
and build alliances when feasible.

•

Continue supporting tour operator co-op programs to increase number of hotels used and in turn increase
room night demand.

•

Although there will be reductions in some international initiatives due to political climate and budget
limitations, staff will continue to serve on the IITA Board of Directors to maintain relationships with
Receptive Tour Operators. And attend at least three international tour operator shows.

•

Continue monitoring the SJC Online Travel Agent Academy which creates a database of knowledgeable
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travel agents who will sell Florida’s Historic Coast.
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CONFERENCE SALES – OBJECTIVES
Continue to focus efforts on increasing awareness of the destination’s products and services, with emphasis on our
unique brand attributes attractive to senior executives and meeting professionals in the market segments of corporate,
association, incentive, financial, and medical business.
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•

Exceed lead and room night goals.

•

• Generate 90 leads capable of
producing 42,862 group lead
Focus on higher-rated business

•

from medium-sized corporate
groups (150-250 attendees)
with weekday business patterns

•

•

Offer travel and tradeshow

appointment show in 2019 focused

opportunities to industry

on planners who book business in

partners when appropriate.

FL and the southeast.

room nights.
•

Attend one more Hosted Buyer

•

Provide attendance, booth share

Focus on FL, GA, NC, VA and DC

and brochure distribution at trade

for state and regional associations,

shows, sales missions and site

and regional corporate business.

visits for VCB partners when

Update the VCB meeting

appropriate.

while cultivating awareness among

planner web site with partner

larger associations for the larger

information/promotions and

quality of the VCB meeting

group properties.

booking incentives, making it a

planner database/CRM programs

more effective tool and resource

(ongoing updates, archiving, etc.).

for meeting planners.
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SALES

TARGETED CONFERENCE SALES SEGMENTS
National, Regional and Southeast State Associations, Corporations, Insurance, Technical and Medical
organizations, plus third-party and independent meeting professionals

STRATEGIES
•

Maintain memberships in FL Society of Assn Execs (FSAE), GA Society
of Assn Execs (GSAE) and Assn Execs of NC (AENC) in order to attend
selected buyer/seller opportunities throughout the fiscal year.

•

Target southeast state and regional associations by making solicitation
calls, sending periodic e-communications and attending tradeshows to
maintaintop of mind awareness in the market segments.

•

Continue to enhance and maintain content on MyFloridaMeetings.com,
VISIT FLORIDA® and Cvent web sites.

•

Manage RFPs, distribute hotel leads and maintain follow-up contact
through transaction closure.

•

Participate with VISIT FLORIDA® in targeted VIP Planner events
and tradeshows.

•

Host two to three high value meeting planners and C-level executives
during THE PLAYERS Championship.

•

Manage Group Closing Fund to help properties close business for SJC.

•

Participate in national and regional booth trade shows, Hosted Buyer
one-on-one appointment shows, industry events with buyers, meetings,
sales missions and special events to promote the destination and produce
lead room nights.
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EXECUTIVE GROUP, SPORTS, REUNIONS, MILITARY,
SOCIALS, WEDDING, SPECIAL EVENTS – OBJECTIVES
The sales and services manager will continue to focus efforts on increasing awareness of the destination’s products and
services, with emphasis on the unique brand attributes attractive to small meetings (executive group), family reunions,
military gatherings, and wedding and special events, with a special emphasis on the sports market.
• Generate 165 leads capable
of producing 16,976 group
room nights.
•

Focus on higher-rated
weekday business.

•

Grow while maintaining the
quality of the VCB database
and CRM programs (ongoing
updates, archiving, etc.) for these
sales segments.

•

Continue offering educational,
travel and tradeshow opportunities
to industry partners when
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appropriate.
•

Continue to stay in touch with
VCB partners regarding their own
venue or service enhancements
in order to promote their
businesses more effectively
to meeting and event planners.

•

Provide attendance, booth share
and brochure distribution at trade
shows, sales missions and FAM
tours to VCB partners.

•

Provide services and assist
planners with their needs prior
to and during their programs
to include collateral material,
presentations, shipping, etc.
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TARGETED EXECUTIVE GROUP, SPORTS, REUNIONS,
MILITARY, SOCIALS, WEDDING, SPECIAL EVENTS SEGMENTS
The sales and service manager will handle groups with 50 or fewer rooms on their peak night in all market segments.
Continued demand for event services in all market segments has led to increased opportunities for VCB partners.

STRATEGIES
•

Maintain memberships in Meeting Professional International - Tampa Bay Area Chapter, St. Augustine Wedding & Event
Association, National Coalition of Black Meeting Planners, Society of Government Meeting Planners, Reunion Friendly
Network, National Association of Sports Commissions, International Gay and Lesbian Travel Association and Vet Friends.

•

Actively participate in monthly membership meetings, appointment shows and tradeshows and make sales
calls targeting executive groups, sports groups, reunions, military, social, wedding and special events.

•

Manage RFPs, distribute hotel leads, conduct site visits and maintain customer contact through
transaction closure.

•

Conduct specific meeting planner FAM tours throughout the course of year to enhance awareness
of the destinations volume of unique historical venues and services.

•

Assist in maintaining partner content within the iDSS Sales program to ensure sales leads are accurately
sourced out.

•

Assist in conducting Quarterly iDSS training sessions with Marketing Coordinator for VCB Partners as needed.

•

Maintain and update e-version of Celebrate Guide to ensure its accuracy.
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GROUP CLOSING FUND (GCF)
PURPOSE
Offset a competitive disadvantage by providing funds to qualified corporate and association meeting groups.

BACKGROUND
This initiative was originally created by the VCB Conference Sales Committee in response to what the committee
felt was a competitive disadvantage when meeting planners compared the time and cost of ground transportation
to/from Jacksonville Int’l Airport to St. Johns County hotels, and between hotels and venues, to other destinations
they were considering. In order to offset this disadvantage and win more room nights, hence more bed tax dollars,
properties could request funds on behalf of the meetings group to help offset their ground transportation costs.
It was believed this would level the competitive playing field and it would certainly be in the public’s interest to
drive more group business to Florida’s Historic Coast.
As requests began to arrive at the VCB, it was discovered that ground transportation wasn’t always the major issue
for a meeting planner when comparing proposals to other destinations’ properties. Although the issue is mainly
ground transfers, there could be other reasons for approving a request in order to earn the business.
Based on past actual usage and existing GCF commitments, the VCB is projecting a $41,000 allocation for FY2019.
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REQUIREMENTS & DOCUMENTATION
The requirements for a property to offer Group Closing Fund dollars as an incentive to help
win business are as follows:
• Payments from the Group Closing Fund will be made after the meeting to determine final qualifications.
• Group must have a minimum of 200 total room nights to qualify as documented by the host property.
• Group Closing Fund Request Form plus an e-mail requesting the type of credit, must be sent to VCB allowing
five (5) business days for a decision.
• Dollars approved must be less than the anticipated VCB portion of the bed tax collected from the program.
(44% of 4% TDT on consumed room-nights.)
• Funds will be allocated on an annual basis. Payments are limited by the availability of funds remaining in the program.
• Should more than one hotel in St. Johns County be competing for the same program, all of those properties will receive
the same incentive to include in their proposals.
• Once agreed, neither group, their designated planner or the property has authority to revise the dates or terms
of the incentive without written approval from the CEO of the VCB.

KEY PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
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• Convert at least 25% of proposals
which include a GCF offer.
(Lower conversions will suggest
that the program may not be
a decider for planners.)
• No over commitment of
available funds.
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COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS

C O M M U N IC AT I O N S A N D P U B L I C R E L AT I ON S
The mission of the Communications Department is to manage the VCB’s public relations efforts to enhance the value of
the brand and to successfully attract overnight visitors to St. Johns County, Florida’s Historic Coast (FHC). All objectives
boil down to reaching potential visitors with meaningful messages in locations where they are, inspiring them to engage
with the destination.

EXPAND DESTINATION AWARENESS BY INCREASING MEDIA COVERAGE
In FY2019, the VCB Communications Department will continue to measure and report on earned media impressions
including digital, print, broadcast, local, national and international coverage. Media coverage will highlight attributes
of the destination including culinary, music and entertainment, beaches, eco and outdoor activities, golf, culture and
the arts and what’s new in the destination.

OBJECTIVES:
•

Expand awareness of the destination by increasing media coverage.

•

Expand reach and engagement of VCB social media channels.

•

Drive traffic to VCB website.

•

Inspire heritage travel by Hispanic visitors by increasing awareness of the destination among the Hispanic market.

STRATEGIES:
•

Host media in destination – both domestic and international.

•

Create media familiarization trips and participate in partner and stakeholder
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generated familiarization trips.
•

Provide media with information and digital assets to increase coverage by
various types of media and influencers.

•

Attend media missions and conferences to publicize the destination, make new contacts
and strengthen relationships between the VCB Communications team and the media.

•

Coordinate public relations with advertising, sales and promotions departments’ plans
to extend reach among target audiences.
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KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Florida’s Historic Coast® Media Impressions

6.4 Billion through March 2018

FY 2018

16 Billion
18.7 Billion
16 Billion

FY 2017

32.7 Billion

FY 2016

16 Billion
Actual

Goal

Source: Meltwater News, TRG, and TV Eyes Broadcast Monitoring Service

•
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•

The media impression goal for

These were all initiatives

FY2019 is 16 billion impressions,

of our partnerships with The

of the destination website re-

flat to the 2018 goal. Anticipated

Collector Inn and Gardens,

development, the online press

growth in coverage is on par with

Hammock Beach Resort, Visit

room and press kit will be updated

previous years; however, the

Florida, THE PGA Tour and

and will include more multi-media

communications department

the St. Johns Cultural Council.

assets such as photos and video.

will be changing news monitoring

In FY2019, in addition to co-

services in FY2019. Historically,

hosting an anticipated three to

capture of media coverage suffers

four familiarization media tours

participate in five media missions/

in the first few months of

initiated by our partners, the VCB

conferences to build relationships

a service change.

will host two familiarization tours.

with domestic and international

One will focus on the groups,

press, an increase from four media

In addition to individually

meetings and corporate travel

missions in 2018.

hosted media in 2018, the

markets (in conjunction with

Communications Department

Florida Huddle), the other will

participated in five media

focus on outdoor, adventure

familiarization tours that

and sports.

•

•

In FY2019, through the process

In FY2019, the department will

hosted between four and
12 participants each.

Note: The Will Wilcox-Affect: In 2016, coverage of THE PLAYERS Championship quadrupled the number of impressions for the event in the past. Consider it the “Will Wilcox” affect. Media coverage of Will Wilcox’s hole-in-one on the Stadium Course’s 17th island green made international news and was played over and over, spiking media impressions even higher. This
caused an anomaly of media coverage that delivered as many impressions in the month of May as in the entire previous year. The PLAYERS continues to be one of the most impactful
news events in creating impressions.
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EXPAND REACH AND ENGAGEMENT OF VCB SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
Social media has transformed the travel industry in just about every way. Social media conveys authenticity and is
often viewed as a trusted “word of mouth” recommendation. Social media is highly effective in increasing awareness
of the destination, inspiring travel and consumer’s decision making.

STRATEGIES:
•

Create and use more photography, video, digital, live content and any other new technology
that social media channels offer to keep our social channels engaging and competitive.

•

Align content with annual advertising and promotions plan.

•

Use content that engages followers through questions, polls, insider tips, deals, contests, sweepstakes
and any other engagement opportunities that present themselves through updates in technology.

•

Work with/host social media influencers and coordinate social media take-overs.

•

Provide professional development opportunities to partners.

•

Continue to work with social media consultants.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
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• Create a minimum of 24 new videos and related digital content for use in all social media channels,
online and for various forms of media. This is double the number of video assets produced in FY2018.
• Increase Facebook followers from 489,000 to 498,000, a 2% increase, coupled
with an average 5% engagement rate (industry standard for an audience of this size).
• Grow the number of Twitter followers from 12,000 to 14,000, a 15% increase.
• Expand the number of Instagram followers from 12,300 to 15,300, a 25% increase.
• Post at least 5 new Instagram stories each month, through the use of new technology.
• Increase YouTube lifetime views from 270,000 to 315,900, a 17% increase.
• Develop promotional programs with four social media influencers (an increase from
one in FY2018), including those that specialize in culinary, LGBT and ecotourism.
• Host three professional development workshops for local industry
partners with at least 50 attendees at each workshop.
• Host quarterly sweepstakes for social media followers
with an email opt-in for enewsletter at a rate of 30%.
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DRIVE TRAFFIC TO VCB WEBSITE
Driving traffic to the VCB website is a goal across all departments. Through user generated content to social media
sharing to links from traditional media, the Communications department will continue to support website visitation
and impressions.

STRATEGIES:
•

Continue use of Chute social media aggregator to showcase user generated content of the destination.

•

Update website with more video and photo content.

•

Regularly update content on website with keyword optimization.

KEY PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
• Increase number of unique visits
to the website driven from social
media from 5% to 6%.
• Post weekly about upcoming events
that link to calendar on the website.
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• Add social media links within
articles that allow users to share the
content on their own social channels.
• Add new video content monthly and
track performance of video.
• Track downloads of click thru
to Travel Planner and Calendar
of Events online.
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INSPIRE HISPANIC HERITAGE TRAVEL BY INCREASING DESTINATION
AWARENESS AMONG THE HISPANIC MARKET
The Hispanic traveler remains an important potential visitor for Florida’s Historic Coast. The destination’s Spanish
history will continue to be capitalized upon and leveraged in FY2019, paving the way for more Hispanic visitors.
The in-state Hispanic market will be the primary consumer, with Hispanic visitors from Atlanta, New York, and
Chicago identified as secondary markets.

STRATEGIES:
• Social media has become a vital component in any Hispanic marketing strategy. Hispanics are heavy
users of social media because it creates authentic engagement. While still attracting traditional media
coverage is a strategy, much of the Hispanic public relations strategies will shift more to social media.
• In 2019, the VCB will work with social media influencers to generate more awareness of the destination
in the social space and increase followers and engagement on the VCB’s Spanish Facebook and Twitter.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• Create new photo, video and digital assets in a bi-lingual format to support both the
VCB’s social media channels, digital and traditional media and social media influencers.
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• Partner with two social media influencers for paid and sponsored promotions,
in addition to traditional hosting in FY2019.
• Enhance Viaja San Agustin’s organic content on Facebook and Twitter with paid advertising.
• Increase followers to 5,000 on the Spanish language Facebook and
engagement to an average of 3% (aligns with industry standards).
• Grow Twitter to 500 followers, a 2% increase.
• Increase Hispanic media coverage by from 200 million to 300 million impressions.
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ELECTRONIC CONSUMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

E M A I L M A R K E T I NG
FY2019 PROGRAM GOALS AND STRATEGIES:
For FY2019, the VCB will continue its focus on FY2018 enhancements to the email marketing program. The focus
of FY2018 was to create a branded “insiders” template that speaks to specific users, giving them targeted content that
complements the messaging in the monthly consumer deployments. As a result of this change, it is gratifying to see the
momentum continue with strong content engagement and open rates.
In FY2019, the VCB will continue its insiders outreach in a more targeted way by specifically segmenting out the
insiders enewsletter deployments to interest-based subscribers. The VCB will also:
•

Refresh consumer email template.

•

Refresh the insiders template.

•

Segment subscribers and create custom deployment lists.

•

Improve scheduling/reporting.

The FY2019 email program will continue with the 12 monthly consumer deployments and 12 custom insiders
deployments. The VCB’s eCRM partner will identify the top-performing topics and content for each particular
month, utilizing insights from research compiled within the content activation programming. The VCB team
will then develop content based on this direction.
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KEY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
• Increase open rate to 18.5% (currently 13.0%)
• Maintain strong average click through rate on opens of 17.5% (currently 17.3%)
• Increase subscribers by 20% (currently 26% increase YOY)
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FY2018 PROGRAM SUMMARY TO DATE:
In FY2018, the VCB and Miles continued to update, manage, distribute and promote the Florida’s Historic Coast
monthly enewsletter. The program continued to consistently evolve and compete against historic benchmarks.
The VCB and Miles also launched and piloted the new insiders program.
Miles Media has continued to ensure that the enewsletter’s subscriber list is updated and cleansed so that
all email addresses are valid and deliverable. Performance has been positive both in the growth of quarterly
subscriber numbers, and strong engagement numbers month-over-month – which continue to be on par with
what was expected seasonally.
In May 2018, the VCB took steps to comply with the new General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) set forth
by the European Union.
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Miles and the VCB team imported and cleansed new opt-in subscribers, now approaching 152K in total:
•

Average click-through rate
on opens is 17.3%; the industry
average is 2.18% (according to

Florida’s Historic Coast® Direct Marketing Program
– Quarterly Subscriber Growth

statistics from Mail Chimp
and Constant Contact), so the

160,000

program is far exceeding

140,000

industry standards.

120,000

•

100,000

Average open rate is 13.0%;
the industry average is 20.7%

80,000

(according to statistics from

60,000

Mail Chimp and Constant
Contact). The highest VCB

40,000

open rate has been 18% which

20,000

is targeted for 2019.

0
Q1 FY16 Q2 FY16 Q3 FY16 Q4 FY16 Q1 FY17 Q2 FY17 Q3 FY17 Q4 FY17 Q1 FY18 Q2 FY18
(Oct–Dec ‘15)

(Jan–Mar ‘15)

(Apr–June ‘15)

(Jul–Sept ‘15)

(Oct–Dec ‘16)

(Jan–Mar ‘17)

(Apr–June ‘17)

(Jul–Sept ‘17)

(Oct–Dec ‘17)

(Jan–Mar ‘15)

•

There are 152,168 subscribers
in the VCB database; this is an
increase of 32,661 subscribers
from FY2017.
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To improve engagement performance, the VCB and eCRM partner will look to make the following optimizations:
• Create additional custom deployments segmented by interest. Utilizing the qualified subscriber list, users
will be segmented by interest, with custom deployments created to speak to those interests.
• Continue with list cleansing. As the list gets older and people remain on the list for longer periods, interest
tends to drop off. A list cleanse and removal of anyone that has been subscribed for 12 months and hasn’t
opened an email will be conducted.
• Continue with A/B testing of subject lines. Subject lines will be tested to see what types receive the highest engagement.
For example, other DMOs have seen success and better open rates by having subject lines like “Here is your May Travel
newsletter” rather than “May Travel Run-down.” Actionable subject lines will be tested to see what performs best.
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WEB DEVELOPMENT
FY2019 PROGRAM GOALS AND STRATEGIES:
Until there is different direction from a new web development partner for FY2019, the VCB will
continue to work toward specific strategies and goals to ensure success on FloridasHistoricCoast.com.

STRATEGIES INCLUDE:
• Continue with the content activation program which has improved site engagement.
• Continue to target and optimize site SEO performance. Work closely with BrightEdge to continue
managing site content so that it performs and ranks well on Google and other search engines.
• Coordinate strategic planning with BCF Agency media team.
• Employ DMO Google posts to drive organic visitation to the website.
• Continue to examine how users interact with the site on each type of device, with goals for desktop,
mobile and tablet users separately.

Bounce is the primary metric to indicate an engaged visitor. Below are the FY2019 goals, per device, for bounce rate:
• Desktop Bounce Rate Goal: 40% (currently 44%).
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• Mobile Bounce Rate Goal: 55% (currently 61%).
• Tablet Bounce Rate Goal: 45% (currently 48%).

The landscape around bounce rate has changed significantly in recent years. User behavior follows the model of a user
coming to the site, finding the information they need and then leaving the site. Other DMO sites and the industry in
general, no longer view this interaction as negative. Instead, they are implementing scroll tracking to determine how
users are engaging with the content – whether they are reading to the bottom, etc. – which will be a key in offsetting
bounce rates. If a user scrolls through a certain percentage of the site, article or landing page, it does not count as
a bounce. Scroll tracking will be implemented on FloridasHistoricCoast.com in order to keep up with this evolving
reporting landscape, which is anticipated to produce a lift in engagement. This specific performance is highlighted
in more detail in the Program Highlights section below.
The secondary goal is to continue to monitor retained visitors. A retained visitor indicates that the visitor is finding
the content they are looking for and continuing to use the website to help plan their travel.
• Retained Visitor Goal: 45% (currently 35%).
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FY2018 PROGRAM SUMMARY TO DATE:
Since the launch of the new FloridasHistoricCoast.com, key measures of site performance have improved.
Comparing the most recent seven months of website metrics to the previous year (October 2016-April 2017 versus
October 2017-April 2018), the site saw positive engagement performance overall. This is a significant improvement yearover-year where the site would, historically, see strong traffic numbers, but low engagement. The high traffic numbers
were attributed to media campaigns. Allocating significant budget towards media to keep those numbers up was not
sustainable in the long term, which is why the team sought to implement the content activation program two years ago.

PERFORMANCE FOR THE LAST SEVEN MONTHS IS:
• 33% increase in time on site.
• 22% decrease in bounce rate (homepage).
• 4% decrease in sessions.
• 6% decrease in new users.

Despite the small, traffic declines, site visits continue to track with historic performance and trends.

Visit Over Time

to FloridasHistoricCoast.com
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WEB DEVELOPMENT

FY2018 PROGRAM SUMMARY TO DATE:
New deeper engagement goals were set after the new site launched. In addition to guide order signups and enewsletter
signups, the team prioritized a number of new signals of intent to travel which should tell a more well-rounded story of
site performance: Performance for the last seven months is:
•

Guide Orders: 2% increase.

•

Enewsletter Signups: 35% decrease.

•

Business Profile Pageviews: 3% increase (due to lead gen media levels in transition).

•

Business Profile Referrals: 43% increase.

•

Deal/Special Offers Pageviews: 20% increase.

•

Deal/Special Offers Referrals: 20% increase.

•

Event Pageviews: 100% increase.

•

Event Referrals: 828% increase.

•

Total conversions: 34% increase.

•

Total conversion rate (total conversions/pageviews): 38% increase.

Despite the small, traffic declines, site visits continue to track with historic performance and trends.

FY2018 PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:
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In FY2018, content activation programming played a key part in the focus on increasing qualified organic performance.
This digital marketing strategy for the VCB focused on optimizing content on the site as well as creating new content.
In reviewing organic traffic metrics year-to-date and comparing them to FY2017 (January 1 – May 8), here are
the highlights:
•

Site sessions increased 19.2%.

•

New sessions increased 1.4%.

•

New users increased 20.9%.

•

Engagement metrics increased:
• Time on site increased 11.8%.
• Bounce rate decreased 14.9%.

*These metrics are all year over year and take into account organic traffic only.
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PROMOTIONS AND STRATEGIC ALLIANCE

P R O MO T I O N S A N D S T R AT E G I C A L L I A NC E S
In FY2019, the VCB Promotions and Strategic Alliances Department will support overall VCB efforts through media
promotions, strategic alliances, and new innovative programs which will provide even greater destination lift,
occupancy, and revenue during the seasons in which visitation is most needed. The Department will also support
community advocacy through providing ongoing communications.
The departmental budget for FY2019 is $80,000. Key components of the FY2019 promotions and strategic alliances
plan include:

MEDIA PROMOTIONS - PARTNER AND VCB-FUNDED SWEEPSTAKES
Media promotions supplement and extend paid advertising by building awareness of Florida’s Historic Coast.®
They also build destination awareness at little, or no cost, to the VCB through partner-funded sweepstakes that
provide prizing. The majority of these leveraged promotions also include lead-generation e-mail opt-ins for the
VCB and lodging partners.
Leveraged promotions are secured through aggressive negotiation of BCF’s paid media buys with television, print,
and radio stations. This yields significant incremental exposure in the form of “Win a Trip” sweepstakes that are
measureable and complementary to specific advertising messaging throughout the year.
Promotions are negotiated with the media partners offering the most efficient media rates for reaching targeted
audience segments, while also including a robust, value-added promotional support package. The goal is to negotiate
as much incremental value-added media value as possible, without impacting the integrity of the media buy.
For FY2019, a budget of $40,000 covers prize development and fulfillment, with a 15:1 return on investment,
representing at least $15 in promotional media for each $1 of VCB costs incurred.
The following data illustrates the reach and deliverables for these types of promotional programs.

MEDIA PROMOTION:
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F Y2 0 1 8 V I S I T F L O R I DA P R OM O T I ON H I G H L I G H T S
• Event: May 2018 Florida Flyaway Sweepstakes.
• Duration: 5/3 – 5/29/18.
• Markets: New York City, Boston, Philadelphia.
• Three full-page, full-color ads, plus 10 quarter-page ads in each market on Metro.us.
• E-Blast, e-mail opt-ins, & editorial inclusion in full-page VISIT FLORIDA travel section.
• Twelve partners participating in this promotion.
• Estimated media value of $278,680 with 12,184,107 impressions.
• Cost to VCB = $0.

STRATEGIES:
• Leverage BCF agency advertising buys and media partners for additional destination promotional value.
• Maintain relationships and communication with VCB/BCF media partners to ensure incremental VCB
promotional support.
• Validate promotional messaging and creative is consistent with VCB advertising and branding.
• Confirm promotional timing effectively supplements the VCB’s paid advertising schedule
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(e.g., pre-flight, post-flight, or overlap).

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
• Secure a minimum of $600,000 media value (based on a minimum of 15:1 ROI,
50% higher than in previous years). The total media value generated is a 100%
increase from FY2018, even with an overall flat budget year-over-year.
• Develop at least two promotional campaigns that supplement and leverage BCF paid media per broadcast buy.
• Develop and participate in VISIT FLORIDA® promotional opportunities.
Minimum goal: one promotion per year; more if available.
• Develop and execute promotions that support the Northeast Florida Regional Airport (NRFA) and
its non-stop air service providers (current air service providers are ViaAir and Elite Airways).
Minimum goal: two annual promotions, per carrier, per origin market.
• Develop a themed promotion for Easy Season® and for the 25th anniversary of Nights of Lights.
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VC B P R O M O T IO N A N D S T R AT E G I C A L L I A NC E S
From time to time throughout each year, the VCB is presented with attractive exposure opportunities that require
marketing or production support in order to secure the project or to maximize the destination’s inclusion in it. Most
common are TV production and film opportunities which involve working with media outlets such as Scripps Networks
International (Travel Channel, Cooking Channel), A&E Network, The Weather Channel, PBS, and others to bring them
into market for filming opportunities. In addition to broadcast, there are many other multimedia programs which will
also be considered.
Similarly, the VCB wants to explore and develop strategic alliances with prospective sponsors such as the National
Audubon Society, Best Buy, Guy Harvey, and Nikon to generate additional resources to help position Florida’s Birding
and Photo Fest for future oversight by an event management company. Furthermore, in FY2019 the VCB plans to work
with potential sponsors, partners, and event producers to assist in the successful development and launch of up to
three new destination events, as described in the Innovation Programs section below.

STRATEGIES:
• Continue outreach, maintain existing relationships, and seek new collaboration with producers
and syndicators of location-based productions.
• Develop new strategic alliances for Florida’s Birding and Photo Fest as well as new FY2019 event programs.
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KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• Utilize the budget to provide marketing or production support to secure a valuable in-market
filming opportunity. Any unused funds as of June 1, 2019 will be reallocated to 2019 Easy Season paid media.
• Secure one or more new corporate sponsors for Florida’s Birding and Photo Fest, as well as
multiple sponsors for each new FY2019 innovation programs, without cost to the VCB.
• The VCB promotions and strategic alliances activation budget is $15,000.
Both the VCB communications and promotions departments will collaborate and
maintain oversight for TV and film opportunities for Florida’s Historic Coast.
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I N NOVAT I ON P R O G R A M S : E V E N T S
Events are short-term, live attendance activities, whether stand-alone, series, or festivals, all of which are
capable of attracting significant and measureable incremental overnight visitation. While there are many events
that can serve as an added-value for our visitors, the VCB’s role is to focus on those that generate room nights.
In addition, THE PLAYERS Championship will move from May to March in 2019, which requires new program
development for May 2019 in order to stimulate demand and generate room nights which previously were driven
by THE PLAYERS Championship.
New prospective events for May 2019 include:
•

Ponte Vedra Beach Music Festival

•

Florida’s Historic Coast Flavors Top Chef Cook-Off

•

St. Augustine Brewfest

These events will be a collaboration to include partners and sponsors such as the St. Johns County Cultural
Council, St. Johns County Parks & Recreation, St. Augustine Amphitheatre, Ponte Vedra Concert Hall, Slow Food
First Coast Association, Edible Northeast Florida, the St. Augustine Historic Inns (SAHI), Florida’s Brewers Guild,
Florida Restaurant Lodging Association, and event production/management companies.
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A “seed” budget of up to $20,000 is allocated for development of these events, but advertising funds will come from
event producers and the VCB advertising budget.

STRATEGY:
•

Assist in the development and launch for targeted events of interest to our key audience
segments in order to generate significant room nights throughout May 2019.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
• Development of up to three different viable and sustainable events which will generate
room nights for May 2019 and which will set the benchmark for future years.
• Success in securing venues and participation from VCB partners, local governments,
and event production/management companies.
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VC B C O M M U N I T Y O U T R E AC H
The VCB, to comply with its obligation to raise awareness of the benefits of tourism to St. Johns County residents,
conducts an ongoing speaking tour that brings relevant information to the community by booking the VCB CEO
and board members with appropriate neighborhood, business, public, and private organizations. The presentations
include data, research, general information, and custom content relevant to each group. An accompanying three to four
minute video is updated each May with current data unveiled at the VCB’s annual State of the Tourism Industry event.
The community outreach program averages one presentation every four to six weeks, based on schedules and demand.

STRATEGY:
•

Develop and maintain relevant and engaging presentation(s) applicable to various audiences.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
• Produce a State of the Tourism Industry event attended by approximately 300
tourism and hospitality leaders, community influencers, and public officials.
• Produce a summary presentation of the event to serve as speaker support for
presentations to a variety of community groups throughout the year.
• For FY2019, VCB outreach is estimated to cost $5,000 which includes production needs during the year to
keep the presentation timely and relevant. Production needs may include video, editing, graphics, and collateral.
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RESEARCH
In FY2018, a new, evolved campaign was launched. It was designed based on qualitative and quantitative research
conducted by MMGY Global Insights in 2017 to determine what visitor prospects understood and wanted to see in
destination advertising. (The research methodology was a monadic exposure of a representative sample of prospective
visitors with household incomes of $75K+. The entire sample size was 3,200, half in Florida and half in Georgia, the
two largest state contributors of visitors to St. Johns County.)
The new campaign is essentially a modernization of the previous successful messaging and incorporates
certain proven elements of recent programs. The follow-up study of the status of the brand moniker awareness
and perceptions, as well as acceptance of the creative messaging compared to alternative creative approaches,
demonstrated the effectiveness of the Florida’s Historic Coast moniker and suggested improvements to the campaign
messaging. The current moniker was retained, but primary images were enlarged and replaced with those from the most
recent shoot. Type styles were also updated to make them more readable. Broadcast and video executions featuring the
return of “El Conquistador” scored exceptionally well and continues to do well, as does the destination positioning line:
“Our History Is Not the Same Old Story.”
Additionally, in 2016, the TDC through H2R Market Research conducted its own research into the brand among a
sample of 804 likely visitors in Atlanta, Raleigh, Orlando and Tampa. The results verified the success of the campaign
messaging by underlining the strength of Florida’s Historic Coast as a brand moniker and the high awareness and
positive perceptions of St. Augustine | Ponte Vedra among potential visitors. Other results from that research also
guided the development of the new campaign.

V I S I T O R P R O F I L E , V I S AV U E A N D
E C O NO M I C I M PAC T R E S E A R C H
In October 2011, the TDC, in collaboration with the VCB, began fielding a new and ongoing visitor profile
survey (VPS) to capture actionable data on St. Johns County visitors. In FY2013, a full cycle of data had been
collected, resulting in a longitudinal picture of FHC visitors, their experiences, and their spending and destination
consideration behavior. In FY2014, a new collection and compiling tool was integrated into the VPS, allowing more
granular analysis of data directly controlled by the TDC office. This data was being used to better target marketing
efforts and to develop tourism services and facilities relevant to enhancing visitors’ experiences. In FY2015, the
VCB continued to work with the TDC to refine the capabilities of data analysis to provide even keener insights into
the destination’s visitors. Sampling concerns, however, began to suggest more source market data was needed. In late
FY2015, VisaVue spending and source market data was purchased by the VCB to add a layer of highly dependable large
volume insights into where SJC visitors are coming from and how they are spending while on Florida’s Historic Coast.
At this writing, Visitor Profile data from FY2017 and the first half of FY2018 has not been made available by the
TDC, though it has been suggested that economic impact data may be cultivated using a third-party provider in the
coming year. For the purpose of FY2019 planning, VisaVue will continue to be used to verify source market and some
spending data.
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DE M A N D A N D P U R C H A S E P E R F OR M A NC E
There are an expanding number of new “big data” sources of relatively detailed information on prospects who are
exposed to destination messaging and their travel planning and purchasing behaviors. The VCB will be exploring
these new sources to determine if they can provide more accurate and actionable data on which to make marketing
and media selection decisions.
Meanwhile, the VCB will continue to use nSight for Travel™ reports which compile past 30 days and future 60 days
online destination search and booking information for St. Augustine and Ponte Vedra Beach. These reports have
evolved since the VCB began investing in this service in 2015. Currently, tracking monthly demand progress helps
identify periods which may need more marketing effort to boost search compared to selected competitors.

LODGING AND SECONDARY
RESEARCH RESOURCES
Smith Travel Research monthly Trend Reports will continue to be used
to monitor lodging performance for St. Johns County, but in 2016, the VCB
purchased an enhanced weekly report from STR which allowed the VCB
to compare lodging performance at the daily and weekly level to examine
event and holiday performance year over year. Additionally, secondary travel
industry resources such as State of the American Traveler® from Destination
Analysts, informs the VCB of changes affecting the tourism business and
customer behaviors in the current year and looking forward. Meetings Today
Trends Survey™ and Business Travel Index™ will inform the VCB about the
planning behaviors and trends among meeting planners, travel agents, tour
operators, and wholesalers.
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AT T R AC T I ON S P E R F O R M A NC E M E A S U R E S
FY2019, will be the fourth year in which the VCB gathers and reports gate attendance from a sampling of area
attractions to better understand the link between lodging and attraction performance of this very important aspect
of the visitor experience. With continued cooperation of the sample group, this data has been incorporated into the
tourism industry reporting by the VCB.

OBJECTIVES:
•

Monitor consumer awareness and acceptance of the brand.

•

Accurately determine the origin markets, pertinent demographics, consideration set and process, media use, self-reportedspend, relevant in-market behavior, and satisfaction of visitors to Florida’s Historic Coast.

•

Monitor consumer and destination meeting planner selection motivations and intentions.

•

Monitor SJC and its competitive set’s lodging performance monthly.

•

Monitor demand among online travel planners and purchasers.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• Monitor online demand relative to selected comp set destinations.
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• Continue to deliver monthly reports on lodging and attractions industry performance to VCB
stakeholders and TDC including call outs of weekly performance of special events and holidays.
• Report on relevant research findings to the VCB stakeholder base as available.

STRATEGIES:
•

Review the TDC visitor profile survey data when available to assure that messaging and product development is relevant to
visitors to Florida’s Historic Coast.

•

With the help of Destination Analysts, BCF and key travel industry associations, collect relevant secondary research results
related to travelers’ and meeting planners’ motivations and influences.

•

Continue to receive Smith Travel Research reports on monthly and weekly lodging metrics.

•

Continue to collect and report on attractions’ attendance monthly

•

Conduct monthly – at least – evaluations of online search demand for FHC and its key competitors
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Since 2003, the VCB has produced and nurtured Florida’s Birding & Photo Fest, one of the great events of
its kind in the country. Now entering its 17th year, the festival enjoys a strong following of serious photography
enthusiasts and serves as a powerful statement for the appeal of our destination to the eco-tourism market.
This signature event features more than 110 expert-led seminars and field trips and hosts more than
600 attendees, largely overnight visitors with a stay of 3 to 5 nights. Satisfaction levels are consistently high
and, among those interested in birding and wildlife photography, it elicits tremendous respect for our destination.
Following each festival, participant surveys are analyzed and findings are applied to the development and marketing
of the next year’s plans, addressing such matters as curricula, pricing, geo targeting, demographic trends, and subject
matter preferences.
Here, as examples, are data pulled from the 2017 survey, used in planning of the recently-concluded 2018 event,
followed by objectives, strategies and key performance measures for 2019.
• 91% said that Photo Fest was their
primary reason for visiting FHC
• 74% said that they are likely to
return to the festival
• 86% of attendees participated two or
more days
• 56% spent two or more nights in
paid accommodations
• 57% in hotels/motels, campgrounds,
condominiums, or bed and breakfast
inns
• 92% dined out
• 48% visited the historic district
• 49% visited the beaches
• 47% visited state parks
• 25% visited Ponte Vedra Beach
• 14% visited the outlet malls
• 15% visited museums/paid
attractions
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2019 OBJECTIVES
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•

Increase overnight stays.

•

Showcase the natural attributes and photographic opportunities in the destination.

•

Expand opportunities to build the brand through PR and promotions.

•

Maintain festival standards and impact while reducing demand on VCB staff time.
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2019 STRATEGIES
•

Maintain e-mail marketing
campaign (eCRM) to existing
database of 3,733 past Birding
& Photo Fest attendees.

•

Appeal to a wider audience by
continuing to expand the focus
from solely birding/wildlife
photography by offering
instruction on different genres
of photography such as macro,
portrait, night photography, etc.

•

Motivate lodging partners to offer
special rates to festival attendees;
all participating partners will
be listed on the festival’s website
and in collateral materials.

•

Continue to pursue a strategy
that would reduce the VCB staff’s
project management demands by
selling or transferring the event
to a qualified event producer
capable of delivering continued
growth of the event and further
enhancement of the FHC
destination brand among nature
and photography enthusiasts.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• Increase event attendance and in-market per capita spend, each by 5 percent.
(At this writing, the final 2018 figures are not available.)

Recognizing the VCB marketing plan as a living document, the 2018 survey results will be added upon receipt and analysis.
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M A R K E T I NG B U D G E T
The Category 1 (Destination Marketing) net bed tax allocation (VCB’s total public sector budget) for FY2019 is
$5,034,342, excluding reserves and SJC Indirect Fee. That’s less than 1% above the projected EOY 2018 budget figure
of $4,986,022. With this flat status in total available dollars and tight control of overhead (which is projected to increase
only 1.7% even with higher benefits costs), the marketing portion of the budget increases .7% over projected FY2018.
As a percent of total budget, marketing remains a strong 75%. Based on tracking and thoughtful analysis of trends and
needs as discussed in the preceding sections of the Marketing Plan, the available funds have been allocated to reinforce
the strategies that will accomplish the VCB objectives:
• Advertising remains the largest portion of the budget at 56% an increase of .3% over FY2018 (projected).
• Total allocation to Web development & eCRM is maintained at roughly 4% of budget.
• Public Relations investment was increased by 4.6%, its proportion of the budget rising just .2 percentage points.
• Non-salary Sales spending increased by 4%, its proportion of the budget rising just .1 percentage point.
• Fulfillment & Collateral Distribution is planned to decline by 3% as prospective visitors opt for electronic versions of Travel
Planners and other informational pieces.
• Research is up 14% to accommodate funding a potential new marketing data tool.
• At this writing, the web development and eCRM allocation remains flat with FY2018, though this may change with a new web
site design and eCRM system.
• Combined Marketing Spend is up .7%, but as a percent of the total, it remains a very healthy 75% which is eight points higher
than the average of Florida DMOs and 18 points higher than like sized DMOs nationwide.
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FY2019
BUDGET ALLOCATION

FY2019

% OF TOTAL

% CHANGE
TO FY2018

(PROJECTED)

FY2018

% OF TOTAL

(included in SJC GL 54900)

$2,817,242

56.0%

0.3%

$2,810,032

56.4%

MEETINGS &
TRAVEL INDUSTRY*

$190,000

3.8%

5.6%

$180,000

3.6%

$80,000

1.6%

0.0%

$80,000

1.6%

$200,000

4.0%

0.0%

$200,000

4.0%

$246,125

4.9%

4.6%

$235,378

4.7%

$238,875

4.7%

4.1%

$229,496

4.6%

$142,200

2.8%

-2.9%

$146,500

2.9%

$32,000

0.6%

14.3%

$28,000

0.6%

TOTAL MARKETING
RELATED SPEND

$3,756,442

74.6%

0.7%

$3,729,406

74.8%

REMAINING OVERHEAD

$1,277,900

25.4%

1.7%

$1,256,611

25.2%

$5,034,342

100.0%

1.0%

$4,986,017

100.0%

ADVERTISING

(This figure is included in Advertising above)

PROMOTIONAL SEED FUNDS
(included in SJC GL 54900)

WEB DEVELOPMENT & ECRM
(included in SJC GL 54900)

PUBLIC RELATIONS
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(includes all of SJC Public Relations Services
GL 54804 and portions of In-House PR GL 54805,
Trade Shows GL 54010, Memberships GL 55405
and Travel GL 54000)

SALES

(includes all of SJC GL 54806 and portions of
In-House PR GL 54805, Trade Shows GL 54010,
Memberships GL 55405 and Travel GL 54000)

FULFILLMENT
& DISTRIBUTION

(includes SJC Inquiry Services GL 54102,
Inq Svcs Mail/Brochure Dist GL 54112,
Postage GL 54110 and JIA VIC GL 53702)

RESEARCH
(includes SJC Professional Fees GL 53100)

GRAND TOTAL
(Excluding Reserves and
County Indirect Fees)
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OBJECTIVES:
•

Optimize available resources to maximize activities directly impacting marketing efforts.

•

Maintain industry co-op spending on destination advertising including meetings and conventions.

•

Exploit previous year’s successful coverage of Dressing Downton and Easy Season as well as enhanced social media
assets to maintain continuous exposure.

•

Increase investment in sales team presence at trade shows and outreach.

•

Hold a small advertising allocation to support Airline launches and route maintenance at JIA and NFRA.

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
• Achieve budget allocation proportions reflected in the chart above, protecting the
total spend on marketing based on the projected TDT collections for FY2019.
• Maintain partner co-op spending (including in-kind) to promote Florida’s Historic Coast at FY2018 levels.

STRATEGIES:
•

Continue to find savings via increased efficiencies in operations.

•

Continue to negotiate aggressively for best possible pricing on all VCB purchases.

•

Reallocate resources from fulfillment & collateral distribution.

•

Redeploy only the most attractive promotional and co-op opportunities supported by partners.

•

Conduct a large advertising workshop in September for partners to learn about co-op opportunities.

•

Continue to challenge our expert partners, BCF, The Rodriguez Group, and Netweave,
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to make the most efficient purchasing decisions possible.
•

Maintain as much flexibility as possible – within County guidelines – to move resources to the
best performing marketing tools during the year.
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APPENDIX A
DOMESTIC LEISURE INITIATIVES
VA/NCMA/MCASC

TBD

This Annual Appointment Show is a great opportunity in the motor coach group travel industry to develop
packages which bring motorcoach groups from Virginia, North Carolina & South Carolina to Florida’s Historic Coast
(FHC). Travel industry sellers from all over the United States get together for one-on-one tour itinerary planning. The
multi-day event also features business training and professional development seminars. Motorcoach groups
in the destination means less vehicles in the historic area and weekday business which will be the main objective
for VCB staff.
Expected attendance is 500 tour bus operators and suppliers

National Tour Association

Milwaukee, WI

NTA and the United Motorcoach Association have combined their annual Convention and Expo. Travel Exchange –
one show that puts the full spectrum of North American travel buyers and sellers on the same floor.
Expected attendance is 800 motorcoach tour operators and 2,000 suppliers

TAP Dance

Cheyenne, WY

Travel Alliance Partners, LLC is a member-owned organization of premier tour operators in the United States and
Canada. Each is a regional expert with new and unique itineraries. The Travel Alliance Partners (TAP) hold an
annual conference which brings tour operators and selected suppliers together for networking and appointments.
Expected attendance is 30 motorcoach tour operators and 200 suppliers

American Bus Association

Louisville, KY

ABA is the premier business event for the leisure group travel industry. The appointments are the core of the show;
which allow buyers and sellers to meet face-to-face in prescheduled seven-minute appointments.
Expected attendance 760 motorcoach tour operators and 2,000 suppliers.

The Villages Group Leaders Event -Spring

The Villages, FL

The VCB will put together an event at the Villages with partners to promote Florida’s Historic Coast for their Club
outings. A two day initiative with calls at AAA offices along the way.
Expected attendance 10 group leaders and 300 residents

The Villages Group Leaders Event -Fall

The Villages, FL

The VCB will put together an event at the Villages with partners to promote Florida’s Historic Coast for their Club
outings. Along the way they will call on travel agencies including AAA offices.
Expected attendance 10 group leaders and 300 residents
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Players Championship Tournament FAM Tour

Florida’s Historic Coast

Using this tournament as an incentive to visit and tour the destination, the Director of Conference Sales will invite
qualified golf tour operators, receptive tour operators and meeting planners to attend. Appropriate hotels, attractions,
off-site venues, etc. will be sited to familiarize attendees with the destination so they can better sell
the properties.
Expected attendance five Tour Operators/Receptive tour Operators/Meeting Planners

Student & Youth Travel Association

Birmingham, AL

SYTA Annual Conference offers a relaxed yet business focused setting for tour operators, group travel planners and
business partners to meet, learn and connect with each other. Over 900 attendees will gather together at the only
conference and showcase dedicated to the student and youth market in North America.
Expected attendance 900 travel planners & suppliers

Connect Diversity Summit 2019

TBD

This Summit will bring Multicultural meeting and event planners together with destination representatives for
networking, education and intelligent conversation about the meetings industry. At the Diversity Summit, they
will help bridge the gap between Multicultural meeting planners, hotel and destination representatives by
discussing industry standards around the planning process, and the value they place on multicultural meetings.
Expected attendance is approx 150+ Meeting Planners
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INTERNATIONAL LEISURE INITIATIVES
IPW (Formerly known as International Pow Wow)

Anaheim, CA

U.S. Travel Association’s IPW is the travel industry’s premier international marketplace and is the largest generator
of USA travel. There are three days of intensive pre-scheduled business appointments. At IPW, buyers and sellers
are able to conduct business that would otherwise be generated only through an exhaustive number of around-theworld trips.
Expected attendance 1,500 buyers and 1,000 suppliers

Florida Huddle

Daytona Beach, FL

This show brings tour operators who target international travelers who have more leisure time, travel more, stay
longer, and have a higher discretionary income together with Florida suppliers. Visitation often peaks in shoulder
months and stays extend through softer weekday periods.
Expected attendance 200 buyers, 101 media and 199 suppliers

Connect Travel 2019

Orlando, FL

This is a relatively new International travel show, specifically designed to address industry needs. Connect Travel
Marketplace combines the right timing for product development, a unique format that creates an efficient and
effective environment to expedite the sales process and close business and a robust educational track to inspire
and inform industry leaders in a rapidly evolving global market.
Expected attendance is approx. 350+ tour operators & suppliers
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IITA Annual Summit

Savannah, GA

Returning to this conference to continue building relationships with U.S. based RTOs and assist them in promoting
FHC to their tour operator clients in prospective countries. This will also encourage them to report room nights
booked and consumed in the destination to VCB Sales staff.
The Summit Conference includes the RSAA Marketplace and its 10-minute business appointment format.
Representatives from the top receptive tour operator companies meet one-on-one with supplier members to
learn about the products suppliers can provide to meet receptive operator needs.
Expected attendance is 100 Receptive Tour Operators and Suppliers

RELIGIOUS INITIATIVES
Connect Faith

Ontario, CA

Rejuvenate Marketplace gives our team the opportunity to meet face-to-face in preset appointments with qualified
planners of faith-based meetings. Planners are very carefully prescreened and only those who book meetings that
can be moved around the country and that utilize at least 300 hotel rooms are invited to marketplace. This show
continues to provide opportunities for booking religious meetings, retreats, etc. Consistency is important with
this market.
Expected attendance is approx. 400 religious planners

Religious Conference Management Association-RCMA

Greensboro, NC

This association holds a 3-day event called EMERGE which provides a 2-day tradeshow, featuring nearly 300
unique venues, destination and event-based products and services. The 2019 program features four engaging
keynote sessions, 30 educational sessions and 19 micro-education sessions.
Expected attendance is approx. 400 religious planners

Christian Meetings and Conventions Association

TBD

The CMCA is an association of religious meeting planners which holds a Christian showcase for the hospitality
industry with programs that feature the faith base devotions, prayer and music. They have planner membership
opened to planners, regardless of who the planner works for. Membership includes people who plan for corporations,
associations, local church retreats, ministries, denominations and third- party planners.
Expected attendance is approx. 150 religious planners
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APPENDIX B
MEETINGS & INCENTIVES INITIATIVES
Florida Encounter

Bonita Springs, FL

Florida Encounter is a hosted buyer one-on-one appointment trade show produced by Visit Florida focusing on the
corporate, association and incentive markets. Invited planners must have current RFP or history of booking business
in Florida.
Expected attendance is 125 planners

IMEX America (Int’l Incentive & Meeting Exchange)

Las Vegas, NV

International booth and appointment show for incentive travel and meetings. IMEX has produced excellent RFP’s
in the past. The largest hosted buyer program in the meeting industry, predominantly attended by corporate,
third-party and incentive planners. The show is sponsored and endorsed by MPI, DI, PCMA, ASAE and SITE.
Participation will be in cooperation with VISIT FLORIDA.®
Expected attendance is 2,000+

Small Market Meetings
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Ontario, CA

A one-on-one appointment tradeshow for meeting professionals of all market segments who predominately book
second and third tier destinations. This show has produced RFP’s for our partner hotels the last five years.
Expected planner attendance is 300

Connect Marketplace / Corporate

TBD

Produced by Connect Meetings, Marketplace is a one-on-one appointment show for corporate meeting and
event organizers. Networking events give suppliers excellent opportunities to meet as many planners as possible.
This show has a proven track record of producing RFPs.
Expected attendance is 1,100 total planners

Independent Planner Education Conference

TBD

Produced by Northstar Media, this is a one-on-one appointment tradeshow and educational conference for meeting
professionals of all market segments who have current RFPs. Northstar events reliably present excellent networking
opportunities with planners, and have shown excellent production over the years.
Expected attendance is 120 planners

Xsite Tradeshow

Tallahassee, FL

Xsite is a one-on-one appointment tradeshow for state association, corporate, government, independent and third
party meeting professionals. Excellent opportunity to network and build relationships with this audience.
Expected attendance is 200 planners
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Connect FL

Destin, FL

Produced by Connect Meetings, this will be the second year for this one-on-one appointment show for corporate,
incentive and independent meeting planners interested in booking events in Florida. Suppliers visit pre-qualified
planners in pre-set appointments. Like Connect Corporate, this show has produced a number of RFP’s for higherrated weekday corporate business.
Expected attendance is 160 planners

Connect Med/Tech

Las Vegas, NV

Produced by Connect Meetings, this will be the second year for this one-on-one appointment show for corporate,
incentive and independent meeting planners focused on medical and technical meetings. Suppliers visit prequalified planners in pre-set appointments.
Expected attendance is 100 planners

Players Championship Tournament FAM Tour

Florida’s Historic Coast

Using this tournament as an incentive to visit and tour the destination, the Director of Conference Sales will invite
qualified group meeting planners to attend.
Expected attendance 2-3 planners

Destination Southeast

TBD, FL
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Produced by Northstar Media, this show has consistently produced RFP’s in the past. This is a one-on-one
appointment tradeshow and educational conference for meeting professionals of all market segments who
have current RFP or history of booking group business in Florida.
Expected attendance is 100 planners

Elite Meetings Alliance

Austin, TX

Hosted buyer one-on-one appointment show now produced by Cvent with former EMA leadership still in a
consulting role. They bring in higher-end corporate planners with a focus on top-tier resorts with one-on-one
scheduled appointments for a variety of corporate meetings, including incentive groups.
Expected attendance is 130 planners

SMART Meetings Mid-Atlantic

Washington, DC Area

Hosted buyer one-on-one appointment show produced by Bright Media, bringing in planners from all market
segments for pre-arranged one-on-one appointments.
Expected attendance is 100 planners

Association Executives of North Carolina Annual Conference

TBD, NC

Annual conference for association management professionals and meeting planners from association, corporate,
government, educational and medical organizations, plus independent and third party planners.
Expected attendance is 200 meeting planners and senior executives
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HelmsBriscoe Annual Business Conference

Houston, TX

As a valued partner the VCB has enhanced its on-line and booking engine presence with HelmsBriscoe for greater
penetration and visibility to the 3rd party and independent planner segment. Annual Business Conference is for
HelmsBriscoe associates and valued partners only. The tradeshow gives suppliers an opportunity to network and
strengthen current relationships as well as meet new associates.
Expected HB associate attendance is 1,100

Meetings Today Live! South

Marco Island, FL

This is a one-on-one appointment show for hosted buyers from primarily corporate groups looking to book in the
Southeast. The sales team has had great success earning RFPs from attending one-on-one appointment shows and
the VCB expects this trend to continue.
Expected attendance is 75 planners

Florida Society of Association Executive (FSAE)

Jacksonville, FL

The Florida Society of Association Executives is an organization of over 1,100 members, many of whom are meeting
planners or other executives with associations throughout the state of Florida. The annual conference provides an
opportunity to build relationships with new planners and executives and reconnect with existing clients so they will
consider St. Johns County for future conferences and board meetings.
Expected attendance is 145 planners
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Florida Society Association Executives (FSAE) Monthly Meetings

Tallahassee, FL

Attend three monthly FSAE meetings. This organization has over 1,100 members, many of whom are meeting
planners or other executives with associations throughout the state of Florida. The monthly meetings provide an
opportunity to continue to build relationships with planners and executives so they will consider St. Johns County
for future conferences and board meetings.
Monthly average of 30–40 meeting planners attend

Georgia Society of Association Executives (GSAE)

Greenville, SC

The Georgia Society of Association Executives is an organization of over 500 members with more than 260 meeting
planners or other executives with Georgia-based associations. The annual conference provides an opportunity to
network and build relationships with these planners and executives so they will consider St. Johns County for future
conferences and board meetings.
Expected attendance is 125 planners

Luxury Meeting Summit (LMS)

Atlanta, GA and Charlotte, NC

These are one-day appointment shows for the VCB. An innovative event providing both high-end suppliers matched
with high-end qualified meeting planners in a fast and professional appointment show setting.
Expected attendance is 40 planners
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APPENDIX C
SEGMENT INITIATIVES
EXECUTIVE GROUPS
Luxury Meeting Summit (LMS)

Jacksonville and Orlando, FL

These are one-day appointment shows for the VCB. An innovative event providing both high-end suppliers matched
with high-end qualified meeting planners in a fast and professional show setting.
Expected attendance is 40 planners

National Coalition of Black Meeting Planners (NCBP)

TBD

NCBMP offers the VCB targeting a specific cultural market and bringing awareness to what this destination has
to benefit African-American meetings. This Annual Conference provides educational, tradeshow and networking
opportunities with Afro-American meeting planners from all market segments across the U.S.
Expected attendance is 1,000

Meeting Professionals International (MPI) Tampa Bay Area Chapter

Tampa, FL

Staying active and involved by attending monthly MPI meetings is crucial in maintaining VCB sales team’s visibility,
strengthening current relationships and building new ones. Each luncheon provides educational topics related to the
meetings industry as well as networking time with the planners.
Expected attendance is 25-35

Meeting Professional International – Annual SE Regional Conference

TBD, FL

As an active member of the Northeast MPI Chapter, the VCB has maintained a strong presence at MPI related events,
including attending the annual conference. This Annual Regional Conference offers one-on-one appointments with
meeting planners, plus a variety of educational sessions and networking opportunities throughout.
Expected attendance is 150

Meeting Professionals International Edu-Con Day

TBD, FL

Continuing the VCB’s strong presence and membership at MPI, this one full-day of tradeshow provides just that.
The benefits include, showcasing the destination and services, strengthening current relationships and meeting
new planners.
Expected attendance is 20-30

GOVERNMENT
Society of Government Meeting Planners (SGMP)

Gainesville, FL

Attending monthly SGMP meetings is crucial in maintaining the VCB’s visibility in Alachua County (University
of Florida), strengthening current relationships and building new ones. Each luncheon provides educational topics
related to the industry as well as networking time with the planners.
Expected attendance is 15-25
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Society of Government Meeting Professionals Edu-Con Day

Gainesville, FL

This initiative continues to provided successful network opportunities with government and third party planners
who book government meetings; this event attracts planners from east to west across north Florida. It is one full-day
of educational workshops and interactive tradeshow.
Expected attendance is 48

REUNIONS/ SOCIAL
Annual Florida Black Expo

Jacksonville, FL

This three day affair includes a Business Breakfast Summit, Annual Black Taste and the Annual Florida Black
Expo allowing networking opportunities at each to meet with predominantly African-American owned businesses.
The Expo forums to educate, enlighten, and inspire the entire community and the African-American community
in particular. Aside from economic development, exposure to cultural resources is a part of the focus for this event
which is a great opportunity for the VCB in highlighting the African-American History our destination has to offer
as a backdrop to meetings and conferences.

VisitFlorida I-95 Welcome Center Winter Festival

Yulee, FL

The VisitFlorida Yulee Welcome Center is the first welcome center I-95 drivers will pass when entering the state.
Over the past eight years this one-day booth exhibit consumer show has captured the drive market by promoting
FHC attractions and local events. Each year visitation has increased.
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VCB Partner Opportunity
Expected attendance is 4,200

International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association Annual Conference

TBD

The IGLTA Annual Global Convention is the world’s premier educational and networking event for LGBTQ
tourism professionals. The 35th edition of the conference will connect gay, lesbian and gay friendly travel and
tourism suppliers and buyers through its hosted buyer and scheduled appointment program, numerous educational
workshops and networking receptions.
Expected attendance is 1,000

MILITARY
Military Reunion Network (MRN)
Formerly known as Reunion Friendly Network. The VCB has attended the past eight years, this is a two-day
appointment and conference show welcoming several new military reunions of all branches to consider the
destination. Conference includes variety of networking events, 10-min one-on-one appointments, seminars,
speakers, meal functions, and social events.
VCB Partner Opportunity
Expected attendance is 20-30 planners
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Tri-Base Military Travel Shows

NAS JAX and Mayport, FL & Kings Bay, GA

For the last eight years, the VCB has actively participated in reaching out to the military market and have had
great success. These three, one-day consumer shows allow exclusive entry to the NAS Jacksonville, Naval Station
Mayport, FL and Navy Sub Base King’s Bay, GA. The VCB exhibits to military personnel and their families coming
from the Southeast Region of the US.
VCB Partner Opportunity
Expected attendance is 500-800 per location

WEDDING & SPECIAL EVENTS
Tampa Bay Bridal Show

Tampa, FL

This well received show has proven to be a great area to target destination weddings and special events. For the past
seven years the VCB has received a variety of leads for weddings, girlfriend getaways, anniversaries and honeymoons.
This is a four-hour consumer tradeshow, showcasing St. Johns County. The VCB’s Celebrate Guide is the main collateral
that is given out at this initiative.
VCB Partner Opportunity.
Expected attendance is 750

My Shadi Bridal Expo

Tampa, FL

This wedding and special event show positions the destination to welcome ethnic weddings. The VCB’s Celebrate
Guide is the main collateral that is given out at this initiative.
VCB Partner Opportunity
Expected attendance is 500

The Rainbow Wedding Network

TBD

Rainbow Wedding Network is the producer of hundreds of boutique-style Gay & Lesbian Wedding Expos throughout
the nation. This show produces 25 bright new events each year, in more cities than ever, connecting LGBTQ couples
to wedding vendors who actively support this market. St. Johns County/St. Augustine Beach hosted the first Rainbow
Wedding Network expo February 4, 2018.
Expected attendance is 100

SPORTS & REC
National Association of Sports Commissions (NASC)

TBD

A second year initiative the NASC Symposium is the annual meeting of the NASC. Attracting hundreds of sports
tourism professionals and industry partners gather to exchange time, resources, strategies, solutions, and more.
The Symposium features dozens of authentic education sessions, countless networking opportunities, and business
development appointments in the NASC Sports Marketplace, all to help elevate sports events.
Expected attendance is 2,000
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Travel, Events and Management in Sports (TEAMS)

TBD

TEAMS offer to find new host cities and venues for sports events and meetings in a time-efficient, cost-effective
manner. This is a hands-on educational program which includes various networking opportunities, one-on-one
appointments with potential sports organizers and mix of educational sessions within the sports industry.
Expected attendance is 2,000

Women in Sports Tourism Forum

TBD

A new initiative bringing together women in leadership positions in the sports world to learn, grow and expand
opportunities within the sports market. Forum offers an uplifting and empowering environment targeting this
specialty market as well as networking opportunities for the sales team with prospects.
Expected attendance is 1,000

S.P.O.R.T.S.
A new initiative, S.P.O.R.T.S. is a reverse trade show where sports events planners and rights holders
occupy the booths and the suppliers and destinations visit for 15 minute qualified appointments, twice as long
as many in the industry. To help strengthen and develop relationships, this event offers many informal and fun
networking activities.
Expected attendance 2,000
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